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The root cause of every problem is the confusion
and delusion about who we are and what are we
supposed to do. This leads us to grief, obstructing
our thinking and right action.

Our duty in life is determined by our identity, who
we are. An actor in a play has two identities - The
real and the assumed. The assumed identity is
voluntarily taken up and therefore can be given up.
The actor may be performing different roles at
different times but he never forgets his true identity.
Every time he takes the assumed identity he is ever
aware he is none of the them. Imagine a play where
the actor interchanges his assumed role and his true
identity. Everything will fall apart. This is what we
are doing in our life and messing up with things
leading to grief and sorrow.

A teacher’s duty is to teach and a student’s to study.
Parents are expected to groom their children, and
children are expected to take care of their parents
in their old age. Confusion about what to do always
arises when there is either ignorance of our identity
(Who am I? Am I this body) or when we forget our
identity. For example if a Manger forgets his identity
and starts functioning as an executive. He is
absolutely unclear of his job. This will lead to utter
confusion. But when we are made aware of our
identity, or reminded of our exact role, then the
confusion and the grief disappear.

We have tried many ways of overcoming our
sorrows, fears and stress, like laughter clubs,
vacations, changing jobs and various other things.
These may have given us the temporary relief but
the root cause of the problem remains unaddressed.
The Gita addresses this root cause through the
teaching of Self-knowledge - the knowledge of our
true identity.

The rule is : “The knower is different from the
known”. I see the pen, but I do not become the
pen. I always remain different from the pen.

Mistaken Identity

Similarly, I perceive my body, know my mind

(thoughts) and intellect. Hence I cannot be this body,
mind or the intellect. Vedanta helps us ascertain that
we are not the body-mind-intellect (BMI). This is a
powerful knowledge. In fact it is quite mind-
blowing and contradictory to our usual belief and
the knowledge of most in the world.

To begin with, it may be difficult to accept that I
am not the BMI but the Self (Atman). That’s how
our scriptures guide us. It is said that all the cells of
the body change every seven years. When I turned
youth, I had already given up my childhood body
and when I turned adult, I have given my youth
body. However, the Self, the real Me, is
imperishable. The “I” in my childhood, youth and
adulthood remains the same. To understand this
principle, even the modern days science principle
of “every change requires a changeless substratum”
can be applied. We have witnesses our body change
from child to youth to adult so there has to be a
changeless substratum supporting it. How often do
we find that our thoughts keep on changing? Same
applies to intellect as well. That changeless
substratum that allows us to perceive this change is
nothing but my true identity, Self - the Atman.

I am the eternal Existence. Due to ignorance a
person thinks he is the body. When he enquires he
says, “I am the body with a soul”. Further enquiry
makes him understand that inside the body is the
mind, within which is the intellect and within it a
soul within which exits Atman/ Self / God. Actually
I am the infinite Self having body, mind and
intellect.

William Shakespeare beautifully summaries our role
in the world in his play “As you Like it” where he
says - “All the world’s a stage, And all the men
and women merely players; They have their
exits and their entrances”.
If we do not mix up our assumed identity with our
true identity, we will be able to cheerfully accept
our entrances and exits.

CA. Ashok Kataria
ackatariaco@yahoo.co.in
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It has been around one and half month that GST
has become a part of our life. The government had
had made its intent evident and clear that there was
no option but to roll it from 1-7-2017. Though the
levy has been imposed upon the people of the
country, the lack of preparedness on the part of the
government is visible leave aside the acceptance
from the administrative or implementing agencies,
tax professionals and trade or commerce. The new
taxation regime is going to be a game changer in
the taxation system of the country but the transition
does not seem to be free from challenges.

TDS and TCS provisions have not been made
effective till date. Certain returns for the initial period
have been deferred. Various compliances that are
to be made online are yet to be activated on the
GST portal. The acceptance is also missing from
the clients as well. Trade and Industry is still
assessing the impact of GST including provisions
of place of supply, anti-profiteering clause, input
tax tax credit after almost 50 days of the
implementation. One can only guess the effect it
would have had on the business and economy
during this initial period.

The new tax is marketed by the government by
articulating it will end more than 30 indirect taxes
and a businessman will have to comply with only
one tax in one nation. While one would agree that
all other taxes have come to an end with GST,
unfortunately the same businessman has now to
comply a minimum of 37 tax returns in a year in a
‘One Nation - One Tax’ system.

The foundation of the GST is it is completely system
driven without much human intervention. When
after 70 year of independence we still stay India
lives in villages, I wonder how many villages are
equipped with to comply with the GST provisions.

ackatariaco@yahoo.co.inEditorial
Stepping into the GST Era

Even in the big cities, leave aside corporates or
larger enterprises, many small and medium
enterprises are not adequately equipped. The
transformation is to happen at the basic level of
preparing invoices for a smooth adaptability. How
will such a business entity be able to comply with
the provisions GST?

GST along with a great challenge is a huge
opportunity for tax and accounting professionals.
As this new tax system alongwith its complexities
has become a part of us recently, skilled staff with
updated GST subject knowledge and training is not
easily available. In these testing times of transition,
the role of a chartered accountant is very significant.
When every individual would like to see this as a
professional opportunity it is also an occasion to
serve the country. This service can be by various
means like:

- Making trade and industry aware of the
provisions of GST.

- Educating accountants so that they are not
dependent on a tax professional for every minor
compliance.

- Properly advice all clients to enable every
person comply with the provisions of law.

-  Remain updated with the amendments and
notifications so that it can further be passed on.

There is no doubt there are many challenges and it
may not be an easy ride ahead. However, if as a
chartered accountant we have clarity of our role
and responsibility where we allow every one with
us to grow; there is enormous opportunity for us
also to grow.

Pranams,
CA. Ashok Kataria
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From the President

Dear Members,

As we learn the tax provisions under GST, last date
for filing Income tax returns, Quarterly TDS returns
and Registration under RERA Act is approaching
quickly. On the other end, the southwest monsoon
2017 has taken its toll over Gujarat poring heavy
rains during the last few days. This has triggered
massive floods across north Gujarat with districts
of Banaskantha, Deesa, Idar and Ahmedabad being
the worst affected. Rain continuous to flash flood
ravaged Gujarat. Looking at this severe condition,
our honourable PM Mr. Narendra Modi visited the
Gujarat state and announced a relief package of Rs
500 crores.

Gujarat is among the top states in GST migration
with nearly 95% traders from the state registration
under the new tax regime. Furthermore, the
Government is now looking at a massive outreach
to consumers as well as industry to clarify all issues
and highlight the benefits of the new tax regime,
which came into effect on July 1.

Country Affairs

- Justice JS Khehar administered oath of office
to Ram Nath Kovind as the 14th President of
India at a special ceremony in the Central Hall
of Parliament.

- India lost against England in ICC Womens
World Cup Final,2017.

- Nifty scales 10,000 mark and sensex at all-time
high on the back of strong quarterly earnings,
strong investor interest, RBI rate cut hopes and
robust economic forecast by IMF(The
International Monetary Fund)

“BETI BACHAO – BETI PADHAO”

One of the themes of our CAA Journal is “BETI
BACHAO – BETI PADHAO”- Beti Bachao Beti
Padhao Abhiyan was started by PM Narendra
Modi in 2015. Beti Padhao is a social campaign of
the Government of India that aims to generate
awareness and improve the efficiency of welfare

CA. Kunal A. Shah
cakashah@gmail.com

services.

Today’s modern India offers a lot of opportunities
to women. As per the Indian Constitution, women
are legal citizens of the country and have equal
rights to men. If we take a glance at the past, women
of early vedic period, enjoyed the equal status with
men in all aspects of life.

In order to provide more gender equality and the
protection of girl child, Modi’s Government has
initiated the “Beti Bachao Beti Padhao”. This is a
joint initiative of Women and Child Development
Ministry, Ministry of Health and Family Welfare and
Ministry of human Resource Development. It aims
towards ensuring survival, protection and
empowerment of the girl child.

Activities at the Association:-

- The Indirect Taxes and Information and
Technology Committee organized a Seminar on
“GST - Solving practical issues related to
registration and other procedures on GST Portal”
jointly with NSDL who in turn demonstrated
their software on GST. The program was a big
success with the presence of members, articles
and office staff in large numbers.

th- The 44  RRC at Greater Noida was successfully
nd thheld from 2  August to 5  August, 2017 with

more than 90 participants.
nd- The 2  Brain Trust Cum Work Shop Meeting

thwas held on 11  August on the topic of Tax Audit
Report and Company Audit Report.

I would like to conclude by wishing good luck to
all members for the forthcoming tax audit season
and by sharing my favourite quotes on motivation
and inspiration:-

“There are no secrets to success. It is the result
of preparation, hard work, and learning from
failure” – Colin Powell

“The best preparation for tomorrow is doing your
best today.” - H. Jackson Brown, Jr.

With regards,

CA. Kunal A. Shah

President
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Background

Higher Education:—

As per definition prescribed by All India Survey
on Higher Education (AISHE) for conducting
survey in India, Higher Education is defined as the
education which is obtained after completing 12
years of schooling or equivalent and is of the
duration of at least nine months (full time) or after
completing 10 years of schooling and is of the
duration of at least 3 years. The education may be
of the nature of General, Vocational, Professional
or Technical education. Higher Education may be
further classified into three broad categories:—

(1) University/University Level Institutions

(2) Colleges/Institutions - affiliated/recognized with
University

(3) Stand-alone Institutions - not affiliated/
recognized with University

thThe 6  report of All India Survey on Higher
Education (AISHE) for the year 2015-16 states that
there are 799 Universities, 39071 Colleges and
11923 Stand Alone Institutions listed on AISHE
web portal. Gross Enrolment Ratio (GER) in
Higher education in India is 24.5%, which is
calculated for 18-23 years of age group. The total
number of foreign students enrolled in higher
education is 45,424. The total number of
Universities and similar institutions has increased
almost by 30% in last six years with evident increase
in State Public & State Private Universities.

Issues & Challenges

Education Services means services provided by
Educational Institution (EI) imparting: - (Clause
I of the Negative List under Service Tax & press

threlease dated 8  July 2017)

i. Pre-school education and education up to
higher secondary school or equivalent;

ii. Education as a part of a curriculum for
obtaining a qualification recognized by any law
for the time being in force; or

iii. Education as a part of an approved vocational
education course.”

Hence, education services provided by Universities/
Colleges will not be taxable if provided education
as a part of a curriculum for obtaining a qualification
recognized by any Law. This Service Tax
Exemptions, which is now subsumed under new
tax regime, is continued in new GST as decided by
GST council. Accordingly, following service is
exempted.

Services provided

(a) By an educational institution to its students,
faculty & staff;

(b) To an educational institution, by way of,-

a. Transportation of students, faculty, staff

b. Catering, including any mid-day meals
scheme sponsored by the Government;

c. Security or cleaning or housekeeping
services performed in such educational
institution

d. Services relating to admission to, or
conduct of examination by, such
institution; up to higher secondary:

Provided that nothing contained in clause (b) of
this entry shall apply to an educational institution
other than an institution providing services by way
of pre-school education and education up to
higher secondary school or equivalent.

Based on above, now let us examine TAX points
in Operating Cycle of Educational Institutions other
than an Institution providing services by way of
pre-school education and education up to higher
secondary school or equivalent- generally termed
as “Higher Education Institution”.

Shruti Mehta
shruti.mehta@ahduni.edu.in

GST Impact on
Education Sector
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The core activity of educational institution is
imparting knowledge which results in award/grant
of degree recognized by any law. Fees collected
from students for the services provided by
educational institution as a part of curriculum, in
furtherance of education, are exempted from GST.
E.g. Tuition Fees, Admission Fees, Form Fees,
Placement Fees, Hostel Fees etc. However fees
collected other than core educational activities like
fees for laundry services, catering services charged
to students or goods like bags, T-shirts sold to
students, are subject to GST levy.

Many Educational Institutions not only provide core
teaching but also organize various seminars/
conferences/ events in furtherance of education.
Registration fees collected (other than from
Students) for conducting and/or organizing such
conferences/events/seminars will bear GST levy.
Consultancy services; Space provided for use of
property, plant, equipment;are also subject to GST
levy.  Sponsorship service, if received other than
from body corporate or partnership firms, is also
subject to GST levy. Asset sold whether as scrap
or second hand to any person is also termed as
“supply” and hence, there is forward charge on it.
When the resources are used commonly for all such
taxable services or when inputs are not separately
identifiable or allocable, applying pro-rata formula
to get Input Tax Credit will not help much since
majority portion of output service is exempt.

However, the activities of Educational Institutions
are not limited to above. For providing all above
services, EIs avails wide range of outsourced/in
house facility services like security, catering,
cleaning, house-keeping so on & so forth. All such
services are taxable, if provided to Higher
Educational Institutions. The GST exemption on
procurements is available only to schools (from pre-
school up to higher secondary school or its
equivalent). Thus, the ‘inputs’ or supply of services
such as transportation, catering, housekeeping,
services relating to admission or conduct of
examination to Higher Educational Institutions will
bear a GST levy. In fact, enormous campus of
Higher Educational Institutions are likely to incur

heavy expenditure on items - such as security,
housekeeping or catering, repairs & maintenance
as compared to schools. The logic of limiting this
exemption only up to higher secondary school is
not clear. Besides, such input services are not only
taxable but also it is COST in the hands of EI as
“No Input Tax Credit” is available on it even though
all such services are taken for providing exempted
educational services. They are taxed @18%. Hence
there would be additional cost burden of 3% on all
such services. (Under old service tax regime it was
@15%).

This is not only about services, but also
procurement of goods. EI running/offering
multidisciplinary courses like commerce,
management, science, arts & humanities procures
various Educational Materials like chemicals,
consumables, stationery, study materials etc. as a
part of curriculum for undergoing research or for
students’ projects. All these procurements are
taxable (other than printed books, periodicals,
journals, maps, atlas, and charts) with “No Input
Tax Credit” in the hands of EIs, as their output
service is exempt. This will ultimately increase cost
per student to the extent of difference of tax rates
under old & new regime.

Matter does not end here. There is a provision of
payment of GST under Reverse Charge if
procurement of goods or services or both is made
from unregistered person. Accordingly, every
registered person is required to pay GST on every
inward supply of goods or services or both from
any unregistered person. This is very harsh
provision under GST. So if EI purchases
consumable say for Rs.100 from local vendor who
is not required to get registered under GST
(assuming his turnover is less than Rs.20 lacs), it is
EI who has to do all compliances starting from
raising invoice (self-invoice) to paying GST under
RCM with proper HSN/SAC and uploading data
of it. This will create tremendous accounting and
record keeping challenges as such Reverse Charge
would apply even to small purchases and petty
services also.

Education Sector of GST
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Government has given exemption under Reverse
Charge if value of such goods or services or both
does not exceed Rs.5000 per day, if procured from
unregistered person (Notification No.8/2017-
Central Tax (Rate), dated 28-06-2017). It appears
that the intention of the Government is to offer relief
to the buyer on its procurements of small purchases.
However this limit of Rs.5000 per day will be
meaningful only when it is either per purchase or
per supplier.  Aggregating all procurements in a day
within Rs.5000 will never work as an efforts to avail
this benefit, since it is negligible.  The Government
should relook at the exemption limit for the relief
of the buyers making small purchases from large
number of unregistered suppliers.

Education is a sector where so many procurements
(whether goods or services) are made from
unregistered persons like hiring services of teaching
assistants/associates, research assistants/associates,
supervisors, visiting professors who are actually not
working on full time basis or under terms of
employment. As such it seems, services from
Unregistered Persons would become 18% costlier
under RCM.

Many Educational Institutions are investing lot in
information & technologies to provide international
standard quality education to students. Such
procurements of technological advancements for
students will bear GST levy with no Input Tax
Credit. Import of Services & Import of Capital
Goods will also bear GST levy under RCM.
Building materials used for constructing new
infrastructure set up like Library Building,
Laboratories for giving educational services to
students is subject to Block Credit which cannot
be claimed as Input Tax Credit.

Many research driven Educational Institutions may
be having duty exemption certificate issued by
Department of Scientific and Industrial Research,
Ministry of Science and Technology to avail
customs/excise duty exemption on purchase of
equipment, instruments and spares thereof,
consumables etc. used for research and development
subject to relevant Government policies in force
from time to time. However under new GST

regime, still there is no clarity on availing such
exemption.

Government wants to attract Foreign Students as
well. As per AISHE report 2015-16, foreign
students come from 165 different countries from
across the globe. The top 10 countries constitute
62% of the total foreign students enrolled. In order
to attract such students, EI requires reaching out to
them with the help of advertising, marketing through
various multimedia options. Money paid directly
to foreign entities like Google/Face Book for such
campaign, reverse charge will apply to EI. Same is
the case for hiring best faculty from across the globe.

Concluding Remarks

As the ‘output’ (services of providing education to
students) is tax free, no tax credit on input would
be available. This defeats the purpose of exempting
educational services from GST, since Educational
Institutions are taxed units. GST is COST to them.
We may observe higher cost of education for our
children in days to come.

However, in a State like Gujarat, fees are subject to
review and governed by Fee Regularity Committee
(called FRC) for professional and technical courses
offered by any Educational Institutions. They
cannot take or charge students’ fees higher than
mandated by FRC for the particular block of years.
Hence, it seems it will be difficult for autonomous
EIs to survive and mitigate inflated cost under GST.

Recommendation

Considering the overall impact on Higher Education
Sector, it is better to charge educational services at
0% allowing Input Tax Credit (ITC) on all inputs
to claim refund of such ITC to reduce cost of
education. This refunded amount of ITC may
further be used to create more opportunities to
underprivileged students in terms of giving Financial
Aid.

Disclaimer

This GST alert is only for the purpose of information
and does not constitute any advise or opinion in
any manner.

❉ ❉ ❉

Education Sector of GST
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The Authority for
advance Ruling-
Income Tax

Introduction:

A scheme of Advance Rulings has been introduced
under the Income-tax Act, 1961 to provide facility
of ascertaining tax liability for a non- resident and
certain class of resident with a view to avoid long
drawn litigations. As its name suggests, an applicant
can approach the Authority for Advance Ruling
(“AAR”) to ascertain its tax liability in India in
relation to a proposed or a completed transaction in
advance which will bring in certainty and avoid
litigation with the Tax Authorities.

A key advantage of this forum is that the AAR is
mandated to pronounce its ruling in a time bound
manner (within 6 months of the application) and
such a ruling is binding both on the Tax Authorities
and on the Applicant who sought the ruling
concerning the transaction.

A Scheme of Advance Ruling was incorporated in
Chapter XIX-B of the Income-tax Act consisting
Section 245N to Section 245V of the Act. AAR
(Procedure) Rules, 1996 provide detailed procedure
for obtaining advance rulings.

Composition of the Authority:

The Authority for Advance Rulings consists of a
Chairman, who is a retired Judge of the Supreme
Court. The Chairman is assisted by Vice-Chairman,
who is Judge of High Court and Revenue members
(High ranking officer of Indian Revenue Services)
and a law member (High Ranking officer from the
Indian Legal Service).

Who can seek Advance Ruling:

An application can be made by a non-resident, a
resident concerning the taxability of a non-resident,
a resident for a transaction of INR 100 Crores
(Introduced from 2014) or more, a notified public
sector company.

Questions on which advance ruling can be sought:

The advance ruling can be sought on any question
of law or fact specified in the application in relation
to a transaction which has been undertaken, or is
proposed to be undertaken, by the non-resident
applicant.

However, an advance ruling cannot be sought
where the question is already pending in the case
of the Non-resident applicant before any income-
tax authority, the Appellate Tribunal or any Court
or involves determination of fair market value of
any property or relates to a transaction which is
designed prima facie for avoidance of income-tax.

The proceedings before the AAR are judicial
proceedings and the AAR has all the powers of a
Civil Court as prescribed under the Code of Civil
Procedure. A ruling obtained by fraud or
misrepresentation of facts will be void ab initio.

How to seek advance ruling:

The applicant may seek advance ruling by making
an application to the Authority in the prescribed
form i.e. Form No. 34C, 34D or 34E along with
payment of requisite fees. The application including
the documents annexed thereto shall be signed by
applicant. The applicant is entitled to represent his
case before the Authority through an authorised
representative by power of attorney.

The applicant may withdraw his application within
30 days from the date of filing the application,
thereafter only with the leave of the Authority.

Is advance ruling binding:

Advance ruling pronounced by the Authority
would be binding to the income-tax authorities and
the applicant who has sought it. There is no statutory
right of appeal available under Income Tax Act
against an advance ruling, if one of the parties is

CA. Jay Shah
jay0053@gmail.com

contd. on page no. 197
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Best Judgment assessment should be
rational and reasonable.
Prasad  Construction and Co. v/s. CIT
and others (2017) 388 ITR 579 (Patna)

Issue:

What is the requisite of best judgment assessment?

Held:

Although there had been a concurrent finding by
the authorities, the finding was not based upon any
evidence and was without taking into account
relevant materials. It was not necessary for the
Assessing Officer to produce materials to show the
basis on which he had estimated, but he must be
rational and reasonable while assessing the assessee
to  the best of   his judgment and there was an
element of guess-work in a best judgment
assessment. Making a best judgment assessment
could not be a ground for fixing any unjustifiable
sum of income or profit without reference to it in
the preceding assessment years.

Question of fact v/s. Question of law
Pr. CIT v/s. Mansi Finance Chennai Ltd.
(2016)  388 ITR 514 (Mad)

Issue :

When does a Question of fact become a Question
of law?

Held :

A Question of fact becomes a question of law, if
the finding is either without any evidence or material
or, if the finding is contrary to the evidence, or is
perverse or there is no direct nexus between the
conclusion of fact and the primary fact upon which
that conclusion is  based. But it is not possible to
turn a mere question of fact into a question of law
by asking whether as a matter of law the authority

CA. C. R. Sharedalal
jcs@crsharedalalco.com

came to the correct conclusion on a matter of fact.

Recovery and Attachment : Procedure
Coromandel Oils (P) Ltd. v/s. Tax
Recovery Officer & Ors.
(2017)  291 CTR 600 (Mad)

Issue :

What procedure is required to be followed in the
matter of recovery and attachment of property?

Held :

Appeal filed by the assessee has been allowed in
full by Tribunal and demand of tax, in respect of
the assessment year 2009-10 was nil, and with
regard to two other assessment years, it has resulted
in refund. Thus, to say that the order of attachment
should still continue till the matter reaches the
Supreme Court would be an interpretation, which
would be inconsistent with the provisions of the
Act, more particularly by reading together ss. 222
and 225. Assuming further that the Revenue
succeeds in the tax case appeal, automatically the
assessee will not be treated as defaulter, since the
consequential orders have to be passed, notice of
demand have to be issued, time has to be granted,
thereafter, proceeding has to be initiated and
certificate has to be issued by the TRO, declaring
the assessee as defaulter, and only then, the order
of attachment of immovable property of the assessee
could be effected. TRO was directed to pass
appropriate orders for lifting the order of attachment
of the immovable property.

Declaration by court holding provision
of law to be ultravires : Binding all over
country : Powers of Court
Group  M. Media India P. Ltd. v/s. UOI
and others (2016) 388 ITR 594 (Bom)

Issue :

When a court holds certain provision as ultravires,

From the Courts
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whether the same is binding all over the country?
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Held :

The Delhi High Court held that Instruction No. 1
of 2015 issued by the CBDT was unsustainable in
law, since the provision was prejudicial to the
assessee and, therefore, set it aside. The Department
was not disputing the decision of the Delhi High
Court either on facts or in law. The declaration of a
provision of law as ultra vires by a competent court
would be binding on all authorities administering
the Act all over the country.

“We must for the benefit of the Revenue reiterate
that our powers under article 226 of the Constitution
are very wide for the purpose of doing justice. The
powers of a court under article 226 of the
Constitution of India are not limited only to
prerogative writs but also to issue any direction or
order for doing justice. Therefore, article 226(1) of
the Constitution empowers the court to issue
directions, orders or writs, including writs in the
nature of habeas corpus, mandamus, certiorari or
any of them”.

When the order of the Tribunal can be
said to be perverse?
Principal CIT v/s. India Finance Ltd.
(2016) 389 ITR 242 (Cal)

Issue :

What are the relevant considerations on which the
decision of the Tribunal can be said to be perverse?

Held :

Hon. Calcutta High Court has quoted the decision
in the case viz.  Collector of Customs v/s. Biswanath
Mukherjee reported in [1974] CLJ 251, in which it
is held as under:

“It is, however, equally well settled that even in a
writ petition under article 226, the court is entitled
to interfere with the finding of the Tribunal on any
question of fact which the Tribunal is competent to
decide, if the court is satisfied that the finding of
the Tribunal is perverse and the finding of the
Tribunal is considered to be perverse if.”

(a) The Tribunal has come to the finding on no
evidence;

From the Courts

(b)  The Tribunal has based the finding on materials
not admissible and has excluded relevant
materials.

(c)   The Tribunal has not applied its mind to all the
relevant materials and has not considered the
same in coming to the conclusion.

(d)   The Tribunal has come to the conclusion by
considering material which is irrelevant or by
considering material which is partly relevant
and party irrelevant.

(e)   The Tribunal has disabled itself in reaching a
fair decision by some considerations extraneous
to the evidence and the merits of the case.

(f)   The Tribunal has based its finding upon
conjectures, surmises and suspicion.

(g)  The Tribunal has based the finding upon a view
of the facts which could not reasonably be
entertained or the facts found were such that
no person acting judicially and properly
instructed as to the relevant law could have
found.

(h)   If the Tribunal in conducting the enquiry has
acted in flagrant disregard of the rules of
procedure or has violated the principles of
natural justice, where no particular procedure
is prescribed.

In any of the above cases and in any other case
where the court, in the particular facts of the case,
considers the finding of the Tribunal to be perverse
and where the court is of the opinion that justice of
the case so requires, the court is entitled to interfere
and set aside the finding of the Tribunal on any
question of fact. In such cases, the court holds that
there is an error of law on any of the above grounds.

Allowability  of late payment of
Employer’s and Employees’
contribution towards PF & ESI.
Sagun Foundry Pvt. Ltd. v/s. CIT
(2017) 291 CTR 557 (All)

Issue:

Whether employer’s and Employees’ contribution
to PF and ESI which is late as per relevant Act but
before due date of Return of Income is allowable?
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Held:

Appellant filed IT return showing loss of Rs.
2,50,800. AO completed assessment at an income
of Rs. 3,22,188 after  disallowing deduction of Rs.
2,84,261 towards  employees’ contribution to
Provident Fund and ESI and Rs. 2,62,418/- being
employers contribution to Provided Fund and ESI.
The former disallowance was made under s. 36(1)
(va) and letter disallowance was made under S. 43B
of Act. 1961.

thAgainst assessment order dt. 30  Jan. 2004, passed
under s. 143(3) of Act 1961, appellant preferred
appeal before CIT(A) who dismissed  appeal vide

storder dt. 21  Feb. 2005. On these two aspects,
appellants further appeal, preferred before Tribunal,
has also been rejected.

On appeal to Hon. High Court it was held as under:-

“Before following a particular view when there is
divergence in views of different High Courts, we
find it appropriate to examine Supreme Court
judgment in CIT v/s. Alom Extrusions Ltd. (2009)
227 CTR 417 (SC), (2009) 319 ITR 306 (SC) to
find out whether it can be confined only in respect
to employer’s contribution or is applicable to both
“contributions”, whether by employer or employee.

From the aforesaid judgment, we find that
irrespective of the fact that deduction in respect of
sum payable by employer contribution was
involved, but Court did not restrict observations,
findings and declaration of law to that context but
looking to the objective and purpose of insertion of
s. 43B applied it to both the contributions.  It also
observed clearly that S. 43B is with a non obstante
clause and therefore override even if, anything
otherwise is contained in S. 36 or any provision of
Act 1961.

Therefore, we are clearly of the view that  law laid
down by High Courts of Karnataka Rajasthan,
Punjab and Haryana, Delhi, Bombay and Himachal
Pradesh have rightly applied a 43B  in respect to
both contributions i.e. employer and employee.
Otherwise view taken by Gujarat High Court and
followed by Kerala High Court, with great respect,

Tribunal  has no power of enhancement

we find expedient to dissent therewith”.

of income.
Fidelity Shares and Securities Ltd. v/s.
Deputy CIT (2017) 390 ITR 267 (Guj)

Issue:

Whether Tribunal has power of enhancement of
income in appeal before it?

Held:

Hon. High Court while accepting the decision in
the case viz. MCORP  GLOBAL P. Ltd. v/s. CIT
(2009) 309 ITR 434 (SC) has held that Tribunal
has no power under the Income Tax Act to enhance
the assessment in appeal in view of the statutory
provisions.

Excess  expenditure of previous year can
be adjusted in subsequent year in the
case of Trust.
CIT v/s. Krishi Upaj Mandi Samiti
(2017)  390 ITR 59 (Raj)

Issue:

In the case of a Trust whether excess expenditure
incurred can be adjusted against subsequent year’s
income.

Held:

When the income of a trust is used or put to use to
meet the expenses incurred for religious or charitable
purposes, it is applied for charitable or religious
purposes. The application of the income for
charitable or religious purposes takes place in the
year in which the income is adjusted to meet the
expenses incurred for charitable or religious
purposes. In other words, even if the expenses for
charitable and religious purposes have been incurred
in an earlier year and the expenses are adjusted
against the income of a subsequent year, the income
of that year can be said to have been applied for
charitable and religious purpose in the year in which
the expenses incurred for charitable and religious
purposes had been adjusted.

From the Courts
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Notice u/s 143(2) is mandatory even in
u/s 147 proceedings : Sec. 292 BB does
not help
Travancore Diagnostics P. Ltd. v/s. Asstt.
CIT (2017) 390 ITR 167 (Ker)

Issue:

Whether notice u/s 143(2) is mandatory even in u/
s 147 proceedings?  Whether Sec. 292 BB can cure
the defect even though assessee has attended in the
proceedings?

Held:

Before making an assessment under section 147
read with section 143(3), notice under section
143(2) is mandatory. In the absence of a notice
under section 143(2), it is obvious that no further
proceedings can be continued for assessment under
section 143 and without such a notice the Assessing
Officer cannot assume jurisdiction and this defect
cannot be cured subsequently since it is not a

39
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procedural defect, but a defect that goes to the root
of the jurisdiction. Section 292BB creates an
estoppels against the assessee in claiming that no
notice has been served on him, if he has participated
in the proceedings. However, the said section does
not in any manner grant any privilege to the
Assessing Officer in dispensing with the issuance
of a notice under section 143(2) of the Act. Since
the jurisdiction under section 143 is founded on the
issuance of a notice under section 143(2), the
Assessing Officer could have assumed jurisdiction
only after issuing a notice under section 143(2).
Even the participation of the assessee would not
provide the benefit under section 292BB to the
Revenue. The requirement that a notice be issued
is mandatory and the Assessing Officer has no other
option but to issue the notice before commencing
the jurisdiction.

❉ ❉ ❉

aggrieved by the ruling in such a situation, it has
been seen that the aggrieved parties have
approached the High Courts by way of a writ
petition or the Supreme Court by way of a Special
Leave Petition.

Recent developments:

One of the Rules requires the that a hearing can be
taken by a Bench at least consisting of two members,
one of whom is the Chairman, the Rules further
provide that in case no other member is available,
the Chairman alone will function as the Authority.
But there have been instances of vacancy in the
post of Chairman of the AAR which has resulted
in the forum coming non function for certain period.
The Finance Act, 2017 proposed to amend the

contd. from page 193 The Authority for advance Ruling-Income Tax

qualification criteria by allowing a former Chief
Justice of a High Court or a High Court Judge (who
has served as a High Court judge for at least seven
years) to become a Chairman of the AAR. To
ensure smooth functioning and to avoid a vacancy
in the office of Chairman, it is also proposed that if
the Chairman is unable to discharge his functions
owing to absence, illness, etc. or if his office is
vacant, the Vice Chairman will discharge the
functions of the Chairman of AAR. This move of
Government will ensure timely decision as there
are more than 400 cases is pending with the
Authority.

❉ ❉ ❉
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ACIT Vs. ABB FZ-LLC 83
taxmann.com 86 (Bangalore)
Assessment Year: 2010-11 & 2011-12

stOrder Dated: 21  June 2017

Basic Facts

Assesse, a UAE based group company claims to
be engaged in providing regional service activities
for the benefit of ABB legal entities in India in
pursuance with the service agreements. The
assessee claimed the above amounts to be non-
taxable in India as per India - UAE DTAA, as the
DTAA does not have a clause for FTS and since
this clause has been specifically excluded from the
treaty, the taxability would fall under Article 22 -
other income and as per which, the said amount
would be taxed in India only if the entity has a
PermanentEstablishment (PE) in India . The
assessee also claimed that since 3 employees stayed
for only 25 days, there is no PE in India, the sum is
not liable to be taxed in India. The revenue
authorities argued on the ground that the services
renders were in nature of Royalty, also if there is
no specific clause in DTAA, then Act is ought to
be referred and the assesse is having Service PE as
per Clause 5(2)(i) of the DTAA. DRP confirmed
the order of the AO. Aggrieved, the assessee is in
appeal before ITAT.

Issue

Whether the services provided in pursuance
with the service agreement falls within the ambit
of Royalty?

Held

The ITAT dismissed the grounds of the assesse
based on the fact that the assessee was not issued
any Tax residency certificate for the period under
consideration. Moreover the assessee had not placed
any evidence showing that the assessee was wholly

managed and controlled in UAE in order to get
benefits of India – UAE DTAA.

Moreover the ITAT also observed that Article5(2)
is an inclusive definition and condition of having
fixed permanent place of business under article 5(1)
is not attracted for Permanent Establishment under
Article 5(2) and is only dependent upon the
continuation of the activity for the same project or
connected project for a period or periods
aggregating to more than 9 months within 12 and
since the project is carried on in next AY also, the
assessee was having Service PE in India.

The ITAT observed that the service agreement gives
opportunity to ABB Ltd of using the information
pertaining to industrial, commercial/scientific
experience belonging to assesse (not available in
public domain). On the ground that assesse has
merely provided the access to such specialised
knowledge, skill and expertise and has not done
anything more for rendering service holds that it is
not a case of ‘rendering of any service’ but merely
sharing of information which squarely falls within
the ambit of Royalty definition under Article 12(3)
of DTAA.

Hence the grounds raised by the assessee is
dismissed.

Reliance Industries Ltd. Vs. ACIT TS-
259-ITAT-2017(Mum)
Assessment Years: 2009-10 Order

th Dated: 12 April 2017

Basic Facts

The assessee claimed deduction u/s 80IA  with
reference to power generating undertaking and
power so generated was used mainly for captive
consumption. For determining the deduction the
assessee adopted price which industrial consumers
paid during the year under consideration for

Tribunal News
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electricity purchased from State Power Distribution
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Agency. However the AO restricted the deduction
by taking 16% return on capital base. The CIT(A)
held in favour of the assessee. The revenue is in
appeal before the Tribunal.

Issue

Whether State Electricity Boards’s price can be
considered as market price for captive unit’s
section 80IA(8) claim?

Held

Before the Tribunal, the Revenue relied on the
Calcutta High Court decision in case of ITC and
contended thatdistributing expenditure was not
actually incurred by the assessee which increases
the profit and such profit cannot be said to derive
from industrial undertaking and therefore , to the
extent of such expenses, deduction u/s 80IA cannot
be allowed. The tribunal distinguished the Calcutta
High Court decision on the ground that the said
decision was rendered prior to the Electricity Act
2003 whereas the case under consideration was
covered by Electricity Act 2003. As per the Tribunal
under the Electricity Act 2003, a person generating
electricity and consuming it there is no obligation
and no duty to either obtain a license to set up a
plant or transmit electricity which is self consumed.
The tribunal observed that as per the Calcutta High
Court, the regulated selling price by a third party to
the assessee cannot form selling price by a captive
generation plant. As per tribunal that was absolutely
correct and true, but it was wholly irrelevant under
the Electricity Act 2003. In as much as in Electricity
Act 2003, when captive generation plant notionally
sales electricity to itself, there is no regulation in
respect of market price. The Tribunal then referred
to the Supreme court decision in case of Thiru
Arooran Sugars Ltd. 227 ITR 432 and based on
that decision held that  the power generation is for
consumption by the assessee himself, hence “there
is only a single buyer for the electricity generated
by the Captive Generation Plant which is the
assessee himself” and “the market is therefore
hypothetical open market”, accordingly, the price
charged by GEB should be adopted as ‘market
price’ u/s. 80IA(8). The tribunal further noted that
except Calcutta HC in ITC Ltd, “there are four

judgements of other High Court in assessee’s favour
and six judgements of Tribunal in assessee favour”
which have taken a view consistent with a above
view.

ACIT Vs. BC Management Services Pvt.
Ltd. TS-438-ITAT-2017 (Del).
Assessment Year: 2011-12 and 2012-13

thOrder Dated: 25 May , 2017

Basic Facts

Assessee being subsidiary of UK based company
was set up to provide IT and Financial back office
support services to various entities/ subsidiaries of
its Parent Company all across the world. The assesse
is a part of British Council which is an international
organization based in UK, established for fostering
educational opportunities and cultural relations. The
assessee imports a fixed asset from its AE and so as
to enable it to carry on its business operations in
India. The assessee’s contention had been that, once
for the bench marking of the international
transaction the assessee has applied TNMM as most
appropriate method by taking OP / TC as PLI, then
depreciation on such an asset already stands
considered as operating cost for rendering back
office support services. The TPO as well as the Ld.
DRP have proceeded to determine the ALP at ‘Nil’
on the ground that the purchase are not supported
by third party invoices and accordingly, the
adjustments have been made. The assessee also
challenged the contention of TPO treating delay in
receipt of payment from the AE’s, as unsecured
loans advanced to the AE’s and charging interest
on the same

Issue

Whether ALP for fixed assets purchase can be nil?

Whether TP-adjustment on delayed AE-receivables
can be made?

Held

The ITAT held that ALP cannot be determined ‘Nil’
unless it is brought on record by the TPO that in
the third party situation, the cost to such an asset
would also be nil.It also considered Ciena India
ruling wherein it was held that it was illogical to

Tribunal News
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compute ALP of transaction of purchase of fixed
assets, de hors the consideration of international
transaction of the revenue from AE, and thus deleted
TP-adjustment made by ‘one-sided consideration
of depreciation allowance at Nil’ and holds that the
transaction being tax neutral transaction, no
adjustment can be made by taking the value at ‘Nil’

The ITAT observed that assessee is a debt free and
it has neither received any interest from any
creditors nor paid interest to debtors and no
borrowed funds have been utilized for extending
the time period of the receivables. Apart from this,
it is also a fact that credit period extended to third
parties is also same as provide to the AE, hence no
adjustment is required to be by treating it to be loan
transaction and imputing interest on the delayed
period receivables.

M/s Aditya Birla Finance Limited Vs.
ACIT 83 Taxmann.com 85 (Mum)
Assessment Year: 2008-09 Order Dated:

th12  April, 2017

Basic Facts

The assessee company is engaged in retails assets
financing, investment and trade finances.During the
year, the assessee received dividend of
Rs.1,13,97,702/- out of which, the amount of
Rs.1,13,95,882/- pertains to dividends received
from mutual fund unit. It is noted that the assessee
suo-moto disallowed Rs.6.36 lakhs on account of
interest and Rs.8.74 lakhs as indirect expenses u/s
14A of the Act.The AO enhanced the disallowance
by Rs.1,78,69,431/- applying Rule-8D of the rules.
On appeal, the CIT(A) ruled against the assessee.
Aggrieved by the order of AO and CIT(A), assessee
appealed to the ITAT.

Issue

Whether AO can reject the assessee’s claim
merely because it is not as per Rule 8D?
Whether rule 8D can be invoked?

Held

The Hon’ble ITAT held that unless and until there
was actual expenditure for earning the exempted
income, there could not be any disallowance under

section 14A. The ITAT further held that the AO is
required to determine the amount of such
expenditure only if the AO, having regard to the
accounts of the assessee, is not satisfied with the
correctness of the claim of the assessee. Therefore,
the AO must record that he is not satisfied with the
correctness of the claim of the assessee in respect
of such expenditure. The ITAT also held that the
assessee was having own funds, which was in far
excess of borrowed funds, therefore, mechanically
no disallowance can be made. Also, the AO cannot
reject the claim of the assessee merely because it is
not as per Rule-8D. To invoke Rule-8D, AO should
provide a justifiable reason for not accepting the
claim of the assessee that no expenditure had been
incurred for earning the tax free dividend income.
Accordingly, assessee’s appeal was allowed.

DCITVs. Aroma De France 165 ITD 1/
82 Taxmann.com 183 (Ahd)
Assessment Year: 2012-13 Order Dated:

th8  May, 2017

Basic Facts

The assessee is a partnership firm engaged in the
manufacturing of perfume. During the course of
assessment proceedings, a survey action was carried
out at the premises of the assessee wherein it was
noted that the assessee is in possession of huge stock
of printed material. The assessee had fixed vendors
to carry out printing material as per exact
specifications of the assessee and thus the AO
claimed that the transaction towards obtaining the
packing material from the suppliers is in the nature
of contract rather than in the nature of purchase of
material. The AO concluded that the transactions
on account of printed packing material is covered
within the meaning of section 194C of the Act and
is liable for TDS obligations. The AO invoked
section 40(a)(ia) of the Act and disallowed the
aforesaid payment towards non-deduction of TDS.
On first appeal, CIT(A) held that provisions of
section 194C are not applicable as the impugned
transaction on account of supply of printed packing
material to the assessee was in pursuance of ‘contract
of sale’. The CIT(A) reversed the action of the AO.

Tribunal News
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Aggrieved by the order of CIT(A), the revenue
appealed to the ITAT.

Issue

Whether transaction can be called a ‘contract
for work’ as against ‘contract of sale’ where
assessee purchased printed packing material
from a supplier for purpose of packing of its
finished products after providing only
specifications for such supply?

Held

The Hon’ble ITAT held that the definition of work
seeks to include only those kinds of supply as per
specifications of a customer which are made by
using material purchased from such customer. In
this case, the supply of printed packing material is
the responsibility of the supplier without involving
any cross-supply of raw material to the assessee.
The ITAT relied on the decision of co-ordinate
bench in the case of Punjab Tractors Ltd. vs ITO
(26 taxmann.com 73) and Circular No. 715 dated
08/08/1995. Also the invoices raised by the supplier
for the printed packing material supplied were
subject to various taxes viz. Excise, VAT and CST
on the sale price. Thus, the ITAT held that it is the
ownership of the printed packing material which is
passed on to the assessee on delivery of the goods
by the vendor by a sale contract.  Consequently,
provisions of section 194C do not get triggered in
the facts of the case. Accordingly, revenue’s appeal
was dismissed.

Meherjee Cassinath Holdings Pvt. Ltd.
Vs. ACIT [2017] ITA Nos. 2555/Mum/
2012 (Mumbai)
Assessment Years: 2008-09 Order

thDated: 28  April, 2017

Basic Facts

In the assessment order the AO had disallowed the
entire Long Term Capital Loss and also denied its
carry forward.Subsequently, the AO vide order
passed u/s 271(1)(c) of the Act held the assessee
guilty of furnishing of inaccurate particulars of
income. The Assessing Officer levied penalty u/s
271(1)(c) of the Act @ 100% of the tax sought to

be evaded.  On appeal, the CIT(A)sustained the
levy of penalty, but allowed partial relief by
correcting the computation of penalty. Aggrieved
by the order, the assessee is in appeal to the ITAT.

Issue

Whether the quasi-criminal proceedings u/s
271(1)(c) of the Act ought to comply with the
principles of natural justice?

Held

The Hon’ble ITAT held that penalty u/s. 271(1)(c)
can be levied on concealment of the particulars of
his income or furnishing inaccurate particulars of
income. Thus, it is imperative for the assessee to be
made aware as to which of the two is being put
against him for the purpose of levy of penalty u/s
271(1)(c) of the Act, so that the assessee can defend
accordingly. The AO had issued notice u/s 274
r.w.s. 271(1)(c) of the Act without striking out the
irrelevant clause. Therefore, the notice refers to both
the limbs of Sec. 271(1)(c) of the Act, namely
concealment of the particulars of income as well as
furnishing of inaccurate particulars of income. The
ITAT further held that the non-striking off of the
irrelevant clause in the notice clearly brings out the
difference on the part of Assessing Officer and there
is no clear and crystallised charge being conveyed
to the assessee u/s 271(1)(c), which has to be met
by him. Thus, notice issued by the Assessing
Officer u/s 274 r.w.s. 271(1)(c) of the Act is
untenable as it suffers from the vice of non-
application of mind having regard to the ratio of
the judgment of the Hon’ble Supreme Court in the
case of Dilip N. Shroff (supra) as well as the
judgment of the Hon’ble Bombay High Court in
the case of Shri Samson Perinchery (supra). Thus,
the penalty imposed u/s 271(1)(c) of the Act is liable
to be deleted. Accordingly, assessee’s appeal was
allowed.

❉ ❉ ❉
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(I) the advance tax paid by such assessee on its
thcurrent income on or before the 15  day of

June is less than fifteen per cent of the tax due
on the returned income or the amount of such

thadvance tax paid on or before the 15  day of
September is less than forty five per cent of the
tax due on the returned income or the amount

thof such advance tax paid on or before the 15
day of December is less than seventy five per
cent of the tax due on the returned income, then,
the assessee shall be liable to pay simple interest
at the rate of one per cent per month for a period
of three months on the amount of short fall from
fifteen per cent or forty five per cent or seventy
five per cent, as the case may be, of the tax due
on the returned income;

(II) the advance tax paid by the assessee on the
thcurrent income on or before the 15  day of

March is less than the tax due on the returned
income, then, the assessee shall be liable to pay
simple interest at the rate of one percent on the
amount of the shortfall from the tax due on the
returned income.

Thus, levy of interest u/s. 234C is mandatory and
is chargeable when there is a shortfall in payment
of advance tax. Delhi High Court in the case of
Bill & Peggy Marketing India Pvt. Ltd. Vs. ACIT
(Delhi) reported in 350 ITR 465 has held as under:

Once it is held that interest u/s. 234C is mandatory
and automatic, then the reason, cause for the delay
and justification for deferment of advance tax, loses
significance and importance. Whatever be the
reason, when there is deferment in payment of
advance tax as the stipulated amount has not been

Controversies
CA. Kaushik D. Shah
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paid on the required date as per section 211,

Whether interest u/s. 234C of the Income Tax
Act 1961 can be charged in case of shortfall
in payment of advance tax on account of
impossibility to estimate income.

Issue:

Mr. X was assessed to Income Tax for A.Y. 2016-
17, he has filed return of income declaring total
income of Rs. 15 Crores which included Rs. 10
crore received as gift on 20/12/2015. The return
has been processed u/s. 143(1) of the Act and interest
u/s. 234C of the Act is charged on account of
shortfall in payment of advance tax on first and
second installments due on 15/09/2015 &15/12/
2015 in respect of gift received of Rs. 10 crore on
20/12/2015.

Proposition:

The income which regularly accrues to the assessee
can be estimated by any given point of time up to
that period and the income which accrues or arises
on completion of a particular transaction only and
not out of regular and current activity obviously
cannot be the subject matter of estimate before the
event occurs and no interest can be charged for non-
payment of advance tax on such income.

View against the Proposition:

Let us refer to the section 234C which states as
under:

Section 234C

Where in any financial year (a) an assessee, other
than [the assessee referred to in clause (b), who is
liable to pay advance tax u/s. 208 has failed to pay
such tax or
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Controversies

compensatory interest u/s. 234C becomes payable.
It does not matter if there was a good cause or
sufficient reason why installment could not be paid.
Section 234C is a complete code in itself and the
proviso to sub-section (1) of section 234C provides
two exceptions when deferment or shortfall in the
payment of installment of advance tax can be
condoned and taken into consideration for
computing interest under the said section. This is
possible in case there is under estimate or failure to
estimate on account of capital gains or income by
way of winnings from lottery, cross-word, puzzles,
etc. This is not so in the present case.

Advance tax is payable only on estimate basis. An
estimate always has an element of guess work.
There could be various reasons why estimate may
be faulty and was not accurate. This cannot be a
ground not to charge, mandatory interest u/s. 234C
of the Act.

View in favour of the assessee:

The ITAT Hydrabad Bench “A” the case of ACIT
Vs. Jindal Irrigation Systems Ltd. reported in 56
ITD 164, has held as under:

It was a unique case where the AO accused the
assessee of default in a duty which possibly it could
not have performed, and where the principle of “lex
non cogit and impossibilia” was fully applicable.

The liability to pay advance tax on the income
chargeable to tax in an assessment year is not
absolute on that income but is made dependent on
the estimate to be made by the assessee. An estimate
is not a guess or prediction. It has to be based on
material available in the record and the facts and
circumstances prevailing on the stipulated due date.
When the law creates a duty or charge and the party
is disabled to perform it, without there being any
default on his part, and there is no remedy for him,
the law will in general excuse him. When the

obligation is one implied by law, impossibility of
performance is a good excuse.

In the instant case, it was just impossible for the
assessee to anticipate such a spurt in the sales and
consequently the resultant income when the
assessee had not yet started earning income, the law
could not expect it to estimate the advance liability
and pay tax. No interest could, therefore, be levied
on the facts and circumstances of the instant case.
The order of the Commissioner (Appeals) deleting
the interest levied was, therefore, upheld, dismissing
the appeal of the revenue.

Also the ITAT Chennai Bench in the case of
Express Newspaper Ltd. Vs. JCIT reported in 103
TTJ 122 has held as under:

It is a fact that the advance tax is collected even
before the income-tax becomes due and payable,
but the Act has given a scheme of payment, i.e.
four installments in case of companies which are
applicable in the present case. In the present case,
the assessee has received the intimation regarding

ththe adjustment of income tax refund only on 26
March, 1999 and the last installment of advance

thtax was paid over by that date, 15  March, 1999.
The assessee could not anticipate the receipt of
refund of income tax which event was after the last
installment of advance tax. We have noticed that
the liability to pay the interest arises only on income
arrived by the assessee. The income which regularly
occurs to the assessee can be estimated by any given
point of time upto that period and the income which
accrues or arises on completion of a particular
transaction only and not out of regular and current
activity, obviously cannot be the subject matter of
estimate before the event occurs. In view of this,
considering the impossibility for the assessee who
estimated the income arising on a particular
transaction which is not occurred or come into
existence then it is impossible to pay advance tax
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installment on that particular income and that
particularly, If that occurs after the last installment.

Summation:

The Hon’ble Rajasthan High Court has very
beautifully dealt with the issue and the view lies in
that judgment which solves this issue. The
Rajasthan High Court in the case of CIT Vs. Smt.
Premlata Jalani reported in 264 ITR 744 (Raj.)has
held as under:

“We have noticed above that the liability to pay
advance tax arises on current income computed by
the assessee or by the Assessing Officer, as the case
may be. While income from a regular source like
profits and gains of business, interest on deposits,
rents, salaries which occur regularly can be
estimated at any given point of time up to that
period, the income which accrues or arises on
completion of a particular transaction only and not
out of any current or regular activity, obviously
cannot be the subject matter of estimate before the
event actually occurs. Considering the impossibility
for the assessee or the Assessing Officer to estimate
any income arising out of any particular transaction
which has not occurred or come into existence, a
proviso has been made to sub-section (1) of section
234C. It provides that the provisions that the
provision relating to the liability on the basis of
difference between the tax payable on the returned
income and advance tax paid on assessment will
not apply to any shortfall in the payment of tax on
the basis of the returned income where such
underestimate or failure to estimate the amount of
capital gains, and the assessee has paid the amount
of tax payable in respect of income referred to in
clause (a) or clause (b), as the case may be, had
such income been a part of the total income, as part
of the remaining installment or installments which
are due, or where no such installment is due, by the

st31  day of March of the financial year.

Apparently, capital gains arise when the transfer of
capital assets is complete. Such events or
transaction are not regular or recurring events and
the assessee or the Assessing Officer, at a given
point of time cannot take into account while
computing the current income to estimate tax liability
on such current income, the capital gains where no
such transfer has at all been taken place by such
date. Clause (b) of the proviso refers to incomes
arising out of lotteries or like events obviously such
incomes are also contingent on happening of such
event which cannot be predicted. Therefore, in both
the cases, it envisages that no liability to interest
arises merely because there is a short-fall in payment
of tax on account of non-inclusion of capital gains
in current income for computing advance tax
instalment, vis-a-vis the tax computed on returned
income.

The further provision that tax on such income arising
out of transactions of capital gains is to be paid as
part of the remaining instalments, which are to fall
due after such capital gains have arisen or where
no such instalments are due by the 31st day of
March of the financial year, shows in clear terms
that liability to pay tax by way of advance tax in
respect of transactions resulting in capital gains
arises only after the transaction has taken place or
the event has occurred. Prior to that date, there is
no liability to pay advance tax on income arising as
capital gains. For example, the first instalment for
payment of advance tax is due in the case of an
assessee other than a company on the 15th of
September, but the transaction giving rise to capital
gains takes place on the 30th of September, the
liability to pay tax by way of advance tax on any
such income does not arise prior to the date of such
accrual and that liability for payment of advance
tax on such income arising with the next instalment
falling due. Therefore, on a transaction which has
taken place on the 30th September, the liability to
pay advance tax, in respect of such income by

Controversies
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including in current income arises only when the
next instalment becomes due on or before the 15th
December. But no such liability to pay advance tax
in respect of capital gains accruing on the 30th
September, existed on the 15th September, non-
payment of which can be considered as deficiency
in payment of advance tax only when it became
due. Therefore, no deficit amount can be determined
in respect of advance tax payable on the current
income on the 15th September. Likewise, if no
capital gains have arisen prior to the 15th March of
any financial year, as in the present case, the
assessee had no liability to include the same in the
computation of current income on that date and to
pay tax in respect of such income with last instalment
due on the 15th March. Therefore, he has no
occasion to make payment of any advance tax on
such part of the income during the previous year.
To collect tax even on such taxing event which
occurred after the 15th March, the proviso to Section
234C envisages that, the assessee pay advance tax
in respect of such capital gains earned by the 31st
March. However, it does not result in creating any
obligation to pay advance tax on any capital gains
prior to the date it accrues. The provision relating
to payment of advance tax and consequence of non-
payment or deficient payment has to be considered
compendiously as part of one wholesome scheme
and not divorced from each other.

In the aforesaid backdrop, it is reasonable to
construe the provisions of this nature where interest
is chargeable on delayed or deferred payment of
advance tax, it shall be payable only with effect
from the date the liability to pay advance tax in
respect thereof has been incurred. There cannot be
any interest prior to the date in respect of such
liability when there was no liability to pay advance
tax under any provisions of the Act. This being the
clear position under Section 234C(1)(b) read with
the proviso, referred to above, we have no hesitation
in coming to the conclusion that the Tribunal was

right in construing Section 234C that since advance
tax in respect of capital gains become payable only
after it accrued, the liability to pay interest on
delayed or deferred payment of advance tax on
capital gains arises after the 15th March, can arise
only with effect from the date, the advance tax in
respect of such capital gains becomes payable and
not earlier thereto.

The ITAT Mumbai Bench A in the case of Kumar
Kumari Advani Vs. ACIT(cpc) Bengalore (ITA
No. 7661/MUM/2013) A.Y. 2012-13 after
considering the case of Bill & Peggy Marketing
(India) Pvt. Ltd. Vs. ACIT reported 350 ITR 465
has held as under:

Furthermore, the reliance placed by the Revenue
in the case of Peggy Marketing India Pvt. Ltd.
(supra.) is also not appropriate considering the
peculiar facts of the present case. No doubt, Hon’ble
Delhi High Court upholds the proposition that the
cause and delay and justification for deferment of
advance tax lose significance for the purposes of
levy of interest u/s. 234C of the Act. The Hon’ble
High Court noted that the proviso to section
234C(1) of the Act prescribes cases for condoning
levy of interest if the under estimate or failure to
estimate is on account of capital gains or income
by way of winnings from lottery, cross word,
puzzles, etc.  The Hon’ble High court did not find
the fact-situation, before it, to be falling within the
scope of the proviso to section 234C of the Act.
Notably, the income which was considered by the
High Court related to the business receipts of the
assessee, whereas in the instant case, the income is
by way of a windfall gain, being receipt of gifts. In
our considered opinion, the two situations are
incomparable. Therefore, the judgment of the
Hon’ble Delhi High Court in the case Peggy
Marketing India Pvt. Ltd. (supra) stands on its own
facts and is not attracted to the facts of the present
case.

❉ ❉ ❉

Controversies
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Income arising out of voluntary adjustments
in ALP is eligible for claim of deduction u/s
10B of the Act

CIT v iGate Global Solutions Ltd. [ITA No. 453/
2008, dated 17/06/2014,  Karnataka High Court]
xxx…

2. Appeal is admitted for considering the
following substantial question of law:

xxx…

“(4)Whether the Tribunal was correct in holding
that deduction under Section 10A of the Act is
allowable in respect of income computed on
the Arm’s Length Price by ignoring the proviso
of Section 92(4) of the Act ?”

xxx..

5. In so far as substantial question of law No.4 is
concerned, the error committed by the Assessing
Officer was relying on section 92(C)(4) to a case
where Arm’s Length Price was determined by
the assessee, whereas the said provision applies
to a case where Arm’s Length Price was
determined by the assessing authority. That
mistake has been corrected by the Tribunal by
setting aside the order passed by the
Commissioner as well as the assessing authority.

6. In that view of the matter, we do not see any
error committed by the Tribunal in the
impugned order. Therefore, the said question
is also answered in favour of the assessee and
against the Revenue.

xxx…

I Gate Global Solutions Ltd. v. ACIT [2008] 24
SOT 3 (Bang.)(URO)
xxx…

21. The last grievance is in respect of not allowing
deduction under section 10A on the adjustment
made by the assessee to the arm’s length price.

22. In the instant case, the assessee company entered
into transaction with associated enterprise. The

Advocate Tushar Hemani
tusharhemani@gmail.com

Judicial Analysis

assessee company determined arm’s length price
and accordingly made adjustment to the income
because arm’s length price determined was more
than the consideration, at which the transactions
were shown in the books of account. The
deduction under section 10A has not been
allowed as per proviso to section 92C(4). As
per this proviso, no deduction under section 10A
or 10B or under Chapter VI-A is to be allowed
in respect of amount of income, by which the
total income of the assessee is enhanced after
computation of income under the sub-section.
The learned Authorised Representative during
the course of proceedings has referred to the word
‘enhanced’. In case the income is enhanced, then
deduction is not permissible. However, in the
instant case, income has not been enhanced
because the same was already returned by the
assessee. In the Memo Explaining the Provisions
of Finance Bill, 2006, it has been mentioned as
under:—

[2006] 201 CTR (St) 147: [2006] 281 ITR (St)
196

“Under sub-section (4), it has been provided
that on the basis of arm’s length price so
determined, the Assessing Officer may compute
the total income of an assessee. The first
proviso to sub-section (4) provides that where
the total income of the assessee as computed
by Assessing Officer is higher than the income
declared by the assessee, no deduction under
section 10A or section 10B or under Chapter
VI-A will be allowed in respect of the amount
of income, by which the total income of the
assessee is enhanced after computation of
income under sub-section.”

23. From the Memo Explaining the Provisions of
Finance Bill, 2006 as well as from the literal
meaning of the word ‘enhanced’, it is clear that
if income increased, as a result of computation
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of aim’s length price, then such increase is not
to be considered for deduction under section
10A. In the instant case, the assessee himself
has computed the arm’s length prices and has
disclosed the income on the basis of arm’s
length prices. It is not a case, where there is an
enhancement of income due to determination
of arm’s length price. Hence, it is held that
assessee was entitled to deduction under section
10A in respect of income declared in the return
of income on the basis of computation of arm’s
length price.

xxx…

M/s. Austin Medical Solutions Pvt. Ltd. v. ITO
[(I.T. (T.P) A. No.542/Bang/2012) (AY: 2008-09)
Dated 17/7/2015] (Bangalore)
xxx…

6.1 These grounds are raised by the assessee are on
the issue of the assessee’s claim for deduction
under Section 10A of the Act in respect of Suo
Moto T.P. Adjustment of Rs.28,61,352 made by
the assessee in its return of income for
Assessment Year 2008-09. The learned
Authorised Representative was heard in support
of the grounds raised and relied for the assessee’s
claim on the decision of the co-ordinate bench
in the case of iGate Global Solutions Ltd. V
ACIT (2008) 24 SOT 3 (Bang) which dealt with
a similar issue. The learned Authorised
Representative also placed on record a copy of
the decision of the Hon’ble Karnataka High
Court in the same case in ITA No.453/2008
dt.17.6.2014 in which the Hon’ble Court
dismissed Revenue’s appeal against the above
order of the co-ordinate bench.

6.2 Per contra, the learned Departmental
Representative supported the orders of the
authorities below.

6.3.1 We have heard the rival contentions and
submissions and perused and carefully
considered the material on record; including the
judicial pronouncements placed reliance upon.
We find that on similar facts, as in the case on
hand, the co-ordinate bench of this Tribunal in
the case of iGate Global Solutions Ltd. (supra)
allowed deduction under Section 10A of the

Act in respect of Suo Moto T.P. Adjustment
made by the assessee and held as under at paras
2.1 to 23 thereof as under :-

“21. The last grievance is in respect of not
allowing deduction under Section 10A on
the adjustment made by the assessee to
the arm’s length price.

22. In the instant case, the assessee company
entered into transaction with associated
enterprise. The assessee company
determined arm’s length price and
accordingly made adjustment to the
income because arm’s length price
determined was more than the
consideration, at which the transactions
were shown in the books of account. The
deduction under Section 10A has not been
allowed as per proviso to section 92C(4).
As per this proviso, no deduction under
Section 10A or 10B or under Chapter VI-
A is to be allowed in respect of amount of
income, by which the total income of the
assessee is enhanced after computation of
income under the sub-section. The learned
Authorised Representative during the
course of proceedings has referred to the
word ‘enhanced’. In case the income is
enhanced, then deduction is not
permissible. ; However, in the instant case,
income has not been enhanced because the
same was already returned by the assessee.
In the Memo Explaining the Provisions of
Finance Bill, 2006, it has been mentioned
as under:-

(2006) 201 CTR (St) 147 : (2006) 281
ITR (St) 196

“Under sub-section (4), it has been
provided that on the basis of arm’s length
price so determined, the Assessing Officer
may compute the total income of an
assessee. The first proviso to sub-section
(4) provides that where the total income of
the assessee as computed by Assessing
Officer is higher than the income declared
by the assessee, no deduction under
Section 10A or section 10B or under

Judicial Analysis
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Chapter VI-A will be allowed in respect
of the amount of income, by which the total
income of the assessee is enhanced after
computation of income under sub-section.”

23. From the Memo Explaining the Provisions
of Finance Bill, 2006 as well as from the
literal meaning of the word ‘enhanced’,
it is clear that if income increased, as a
result of computation of arm’s length
price, then such increase is not to be
considered for  deduction under Section
10A. In the instant case, the assessee
himself has computed the arm’s length
prices and has disclosed the income on
the basis of arm’s length prices. It is not a
case, where there is an enhancement of
income due to determination of arm’s
length price. Hence, it is held that assessee
was entitled to deduction under Section
10A in respect of income declared in the
return of income on the basis of
computation of arm’s length price.”

6.3.2 Revenue, being aggrieved, carried the matter
in appeal to the Hon’ble Karnataka High Court
challenging the aforesaid finding/conclusion of
the co-ordinate bench in the case of iGate Global
Solutions Ltd. (supra). The Hon’ble High Court
of Karnataka in its order in the case of iGate
Global Solutions Ltd. I n ITA No.453/2008
dt.17.6.2014, inter alia, considered the following
substantial question of law raised by Revenue :-

xxx…

6.3.3 The Hon’ble jurisdictional High Court in the
above decision (supra) has allowed the
assessee’s claim for deduction under Section
10A of the Act in respect of Suo Moto T.P.
Adjustment made by the assessee. In our view,
the decision of the Hon’ble High Court of
Karnataka in the case of Yokogawa India Ltd.
Reported in (2012) 341 ITR 385 relied on by
the learned CIT (Appeals) does not deal with
the question of allowability of deduction under
Section 10A of the Act, in respect of Suo Moto
T.P. Adjustment made by the assessee while
determining the Arm’s Length Price of its
international transactions. The said judgment

deals with the issue of whether deduction under
Section 10A of the Act should be allowed
before or after set off of losses of other units,
unabsorbed depreciation and brought forward
losses. The said decision, in our view, does not
apply to the issue before us in the case on hand
and hence is distinguishable and not applicable.

6.3.4 Respectfully following the decision of the
Hon’ble High Court of Karnataka in the case
of iGate Global Solutions Ltd. (supra) and the
decision of the co-ordinate bench in the same
case reported in (2008) 24 SOT 3(Bang), we
hold that the assessee in the case on hand be
allowed deduction claimed under Section 10A
of the Act, in the return of income filed, in
respect of Suo Moto T.P. Adjustment
amounting to Rs.28,61,352 while determining
the Arm’s Length Price of its international
transactions. Consequently, assessee’s grounds
of appeal at S. Nos. 2 and 3 are allowed.

xxx…
Sum Total Systems India (P.) Ltd. v. DCIT
[2016] 74 taxmann.com 247 (Hyderabad - Trib.)
xxx…
21. As regards Grounds No. 7 & 8 are concerned,

we find that they are against the non-allowing
of deduction u/s 10A of the Act on voluntary
TP adjustment of Rs.4,84,42,265 offered by
the assessee by not considering the revised
return filed by the assessee for computing the
deduction u/s 10A of the Act. We find that this
issue is covered in favour of the assessee by
the judgment of the Hon’ble Karnataka High
Court in the case of iGATE Global Solutions
Ltd in ITA No.453/2008 dated 17.6.2014
wherein the decision of the Tribunal in iGATE
Global Solutions Ltd. v. Asstt. CIT [2008] 24
SOT 3 (Bang.) (URO) was confirmed. We find
that in the said order the Tribunal has at Paras
21 to 23 held as under:

xxx…
22. Respectfully following the same, we direct the

AO to allow the deduction u/s 10A of the Act
on the ALP adjustment voluntarily offered by
the assessee. Grounds No. 7 & 8 are
accordingly allowed.

❉ ❉ ❉

Judicial Analysis
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1. Executive Summary
On 7June 2017, the first signing ceremony of
the Multilateral Instrument (MLI) was held in
which 68 jurisdictions, including India, signed
the MLI, and eight other jurisdictions signed a
letter expressing their intent to sign the MLI.
The signing ceremony marks a key milestone in
the implementation of the Base Erosion and Profit
Sharing (BEPS) project and enables signatories,
inter alia, to meet treaty-related minimum
standards that were agreed as part of the BEPS
project. The MLI will operate to modify tax
treaties between two countries on the principles
of matching of their choices and will be applied
alongside the existing tax treaties.
At present, it is expected that 1,103 tax treaties
will be modified basis the tax treaties nominated
by the signatories to the MLI. The number of
modified tax treaties is expected to increase
continually as many additional jurisdictions are
likely to sign the MLI by the end of 2017.

2. Background and Introduction of MLI
In October 2015, the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development
(OECD) released the final reports on the 15
action items of the BEPS Action Plan. The final
reports contained recommendations that fall into
different categories ranging from minimum
standards, reinforced international standards
and common approaches. To enable
jurisdictions to swiftly and consistently
implement treaty-based recommendations, the
final report on Action 15 analyzed whether an
MLI was feasible and, accordingly, a mandate
was issued to create an Ad Hoc Group to
develop the MLI. Under the mandate, the MLI
was developed in November 2016 by
approximately 100 jurisdictions, including
OECD member countries, G20 countries and
other developed and developing countries.

CA. Dhinal A. Shah
dhinal.shah@in.ey.com

India signs
Multilateral
Instrument – Part 1 CA. Sagar Shah

sagar1.shah@in.ey.com

The first joint signing ceremony took place on
7 June 2017. During the first signing ceremony,
68 jurisdictions, including India, signed the
MLI, and eight other jurisdictions signed a letter
expressing their intent to sign the MLI. The
OECD will host a second signing ceremony
later this year.
For the tax treaties not notified/listed under the
MLI as of now, renegotiations on a bilateral
basis have already started or contracted
jurisdictions (CJs) are continuing their matching
discussions and will decide later whether to list
a tax treaty or to update bilaterally through an
amending protocol.

3. Significance and impact of MLI on tax
treaties
The OECD has indicated that the 68 signatories
listed a total of 2,362 unique tax treaties in their
MLI positions out of which 1,103 tax treaties
will be modified based on matching the specific
provisions that signatories wish to add or
change within the tax treaties nominated by
them. Furthermore, 1,149 additional tax treaties
between signatories and non-signatories have
been listed. The list is expected to increase
continually as many additional jurisdictions are
likely to sign the MLI by the end of 2017.
The MLI does not function in the same way as
an amending protocol to existing tax treaties.
Instead, the MLI is to be applied alongside
existing bilateral tax treaties, modifying their
application in order to implement the BEPS
measures.
In order to provide flexibility for jurisdictions
to implement the MLI provisions, countries
have the right to reserve certain provisions of
the MLI (opt-out by way of reservation).
Countries signing the MLI shall have to inform
the Depository (i.e., the Secretary-General of
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the OECD) about the options chosen or the
reservations made by way of notifications.
Furthermore, a particular MLI provision shall
be applicable to an existing tax treaty only if
both the parties to such tax treaties have notified
the same provision, except in the case of
minimum standards.
Important to note that the MLI will enter into
force after five jurisdictions have deposited their
instruments of ratification, acceptance or
approval of the MLI. With respect to a specific
bilateral tax treaty, the measures will only enter
into effect after both parties to the tax treaty
have deposited their instruments of ratification,
acceptance or approval of the MLI and a
specified time has passed.

4. India and MLI
As part of the G20, India has been an active
participant in the BEPS project and is also a
part of the Ad Hoc Group constituted by the
OECD for the development and finalization of
the text of the MLI. On 17 May 2017, the
Government of India granted its approval for
signing of the MLI by India.
As one of the signatories, India has signed the
MLI and provided a provisional list of its 93
tax treaties covered by the MLI, along with its
reservations and notifications. Particularly with
respect to Action 6, India has chosen to apply
the SLOB rule in most of its tax treaties, along
with the mandatory PPT, in order to meet the
minimum standard for addressing treaty
shopping scenarios. India has adopted the
minimum standards prescribed under dispute
resolution through MAP and, as expected, has
not opted in for mandatory binding arbitration.
Pursuant to the signing ceremony, the Central
Board of Direct Taxes (CBDT) released a Press
Release dated 7 June 2017 providing a brief
overview of the MLI and how it will operate
to modify tax treaties between parties who are
part of such an agreement.
We will provide our detailed analysis of India’s
position on our article (part 2) which will be
published in next month journal.

5. Concluding remarks

India signs Multilateral Instrument – Part 1

The signing of the MLI is a defining moment
in international tax policy, impacting over 68
countries. It is also another milestone for India,
as well as other countries, in the
implementation of the treaty-based BEPS
recommendations.
India’s involvement in the first signing
ceremony of the MLI indicates India’s
commitment and proactive approach in
combating BEPS. Many of India’s important
tax treaty partners have signed the MLI. These
include the UK, Canada, Australia, Belgium,
Finland, France, Germany, Cyprus, Singapore,
the Netherlands, Luxembourg, Japan, South
Africa and Ireland. Key countries that have so
far not signed the MLI include the US, Brazil,
Malaysia, Thailand and Mauritius.
Since the provisions of the MLI will enter into
force with respect to a specific bilateral tax
treaty only after both the parties have deposited
their instruments of ratification and a specified
time has elapsed, it is possible that the changes
made as a result of being a party to the MLI
will become effective around 2019, though
some tax treaties may be affected as early as
sometime in 2018. However, whether a tax
treaty includes the MLI provisions or not will
depend on the stand taken by the other tax treaty
partner. Furthermore, the provisional list
submitted by countries during the signing
ceremony can also undergo a change at the
time of ratification.
India’s overall approach seems to be to adopt
wider measures which are tax revenue friendly
and, hence, will limit the treaty applicability or
make anti-avoidance provisions stricter.
It may be noted that the MLI has been signed
by India in terms of the authority provided to
the Union Executive and there is no
requirement for further approval of the
Parliament for ratifying the MLI. In the course
of time, the OECD is likely to provide an
updated list of countries positions and final
provisions on its website. Also, the countries
may opt to furnish the consolidated version of
the modified tax treaties.

❉ ❉ ❉
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Investment by Foreign Portfolio
Investors (FPI) in Government Securities
Medium Term Framework – Review

The current Medium Term Framework (MTF) for
FPI investment in Central Government Securities
(G-secs) and State Government Securities (SDLs)
was introduced in October 2015 with the following
major features:

a. Limits to be specified as a percentage of
outstanding Stock – 5% for G-secs; 2% for
SDLs, to be achieved by 31 March 2018,
through half yearly reviews and quarterly
increases.

b. Minimum tenor of investments at 3 years.

c. 20% cap on FPI investment in any particular
security.

d. Preference for long-term investors – Allocation
of 60% for ‘long term’ category and 40% for
‘General’ category.

e. Transfer of unutilized limits in ‘Long Term’
category to ‘General’ category.

Currently ‘long term’ category of FPI investors
accounts for about 20% of the total investment by
FPIs in Central Government securities. In order to
recalibrate the Framework to meet the objective of
a preference for long-term investors and also with
a view to manage the macro-prudential implications
of evolving capital flows, the MTF has been

reviewed. Based on the review, the following
modifications are made to the Framework.

a. The overall cap of 5% for Central Government
securities (G-Secs) and 2% for State
Development Loans (SDLs) remain
unchanged.

b. Future increases in the limit for FPI investment
in Central Government securities will be
allocated in the following ratio - 75% for
‘Long-Term’ category of FPIs and 25% for
‘General’ category.

c. The practice of transferring unutilized limits of
‘Long-Term’ category to ‘General’ category of
FPIs is done away with.

d. To harmonize the approach to FPI investments
in SDLs with that for Central Government
securities, future increases in SDLs would be
in the ratio of 75% for ‘Long Term’ category
and 25% for ‘General’ category of FPIs.

RBI may, in future, continue to calibrate some
features of the MTF depending on the evolving
macro-economic conditions.

Revision of Limits for the Jul-Sep 2017 Quarter

The limits for investment by FPIs in Central
Government Securities and State Development
Loans (SDLs) for the quarter July-September 2017
are increased by INR 110 billion and INR 61 billion,
respectively, and allocated as under:-

Limits for FPI investment in Government Securities

FEMA Updates

6

(INR Billion)

                               Central Government securities     State Development Loans

General Long Term Total General Long Term Total Aggregate

Existing Limits 1,849 461 2,310 270 — 270 2,580

Revised limits 1,877 543 2,420 285 46 331 2,751
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The revised limits will be effective from July 4,
2017.

All other existing conditions, including the security-
wise limits, investment of coupons being permitted
outside the limits and investments being restricted
to securities with a minimum residual maturity of
three years, will continue to apply.

The operational guidelines relating to allocation and
monitoring of limits will be issued by the Securities
and Exchange Board of India (SEBI).

A.P. (DIR Series) Circular No. 01, dated July 3,
2017

For Full Text refer to https://www.rbi.org.in/
Scripts/BS_CircularIndexDisplay.aspx?Id
=11027

Export Facilities to MSMEs

The share/ contributionofMicro, Smalland Medium
Enterprises (MSMEs) in the exports of the country
are as follows:

Years Share of Exports from
MSME in India’s Total Exports

2013-14 42.42%

2014-15 44.76%

2015-16 49.86%

Source: Ministry of MSME based on DGCI&S
data.

The followings are the key steps taken by
Government for according priority and providing
other facilities to support MSME exports:

(i) The Merchandise Exports from India Scheme
(MEIS) was introduced in the Foreign Trade

stPolicy (FTP) 2015-20 w.e.f. 1  April, 2015
with the objective to offset infrastructural
inefficiencies and associated costs involved in
exporting goods/products which are produced
/manufactured in India including products
produced/manufactured by MSME Sector. Of
the 11544 total tariff lines at 8 digit HS Codes,
7914 tariff lines are covered under MEIS
scheme at present. The Scheme incentivizes
exporters in terms of freely transferable Duty

Credit Scrips which are transferable and can
be used to pay certain Central duties/taxes.

(ii) The Government also provides double
weightage to exports of MSMEs for grant of
one star export house status under the Status
Holder Recognition Scheme of the Foreign
Trade Policy 2015-20. Granted of Status
Holder Certificate enables such enterprises to
avail certain privileges under Foreign Trade
Policy viz. Legal Undertaking in lieu of Bank
Guarantee, facility for free of cost exports for
export promotion etc.

(iii) The Government launched Interest
Equalization Scheme on Pre and Post Shipment
Rupee Export Credit w.e.f. 01.04.2015 for five
years. The scheme is available to all exports of
MSME and 416 tariff lines. The rate of interest
equalisation is 3% per annum. This scheme is
aimed at providing affordable credit to exporters
to enable them to be more competitive in the
global market.

(iv) The Government introduced Special Advance
Authorisation Scheme for export of articles of

stApparel and Clothing Accessories w.e.f 1
September 2016 wherein exporters are entitled
for an authorisation for fabrics including inter
lining on pre-import, and All Industry Rate of
Duty Drawback for non-fabric inputs on the
exports.

(v) The Government has implemented the
NiryatBandhu Scheme with an objective to
reach out to the new and potential exporters
including exporters from Micro, Small &
Medium Enterprises (MSMEs) and mentor
them through orientation programmes,
counselling sessions, individual facilitation,
etc., on various aspects of foreign trade to
enable them to get into international trade and
boost exports from India.

(vi) Under Export Promotion Capital Goods
(EPCG) Scheme and Duty Exemption/
Remission Schemes, Advance Authorisation
(AA), Duty Free Import Authorisation (DFIA),
Duty Drawback (DBK), Advance

7
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Procurement/ Replenishment of Precious
Metals from Nominated Agencies,
Replenishment Authorisation for Gems,
Replenishment Authorisation for Consumables
and Advance Authorisation for precious metals
are also available for MSME products.

Press Release ID 168611 dated 19th July 2017
(ministry of commerce & industry)

For full text refer to http://pib.nic.in/newsite/
erelease.aspx

European Union & India establish an
Investment Facilitation Mechanism

European Union (EU) and India today announced
the establishment of an Investment Facilitation
Mechanism (IFM) for EU Investments in India. The
mechanism will allow for a close coordination
between the European Union and the Government
of India with an aim to promote and facilitate EU
investment in India.

This agreement builds on the Joint Statement of the
th13  EU-India Summit held in Brussels in March

2016, where the EU had welcomed India’s
readiness to establish such a mechanism and leaders
from both sides had reaffirmed their shared
commitment to oppose protectionism and to work
in favour of a fair, transparent and rule-based trade
and investment environment.

As part of the IFM, the EU Delegation to India and
the Department of Industrial Policy & Promotion
(DIPP), Ministry of Commerce & Industry, agreed
to hold regular high level meetings to assess and
facilitate “ease of doing business” for EU investors
in India. This will include identifying and putting
in place solutions to procedural impediments faced
by EU companies and investors in establishing or
running their operations in India.

Stressing the importance of this initiative, H.E. Mr.
Tomasz Koslowski, Ambassador of the European
Union to India said, “the establishment of the
Investment Facilitation Mechanism is a right step
in the direction of strengthening the trade and
investment ties between the EU and India. The EU
is the largest foreign investor in India and this

initiative helps ensuring a more robust, effective and
predictable business environment for the EU
investors. At the last Summit in March 2016, leaders
of both sides decided to create a new momentum
in our relations. We are delivering on this.”

DIPP Secretary, Mr. Ramesh Abhishek said “Ease
of doing business is a fundamental priority of our
Government’s Make in India Campaign and the
establishment of IFM for facilitating EU investments
in India is another step to achieve this goal. The
IFM has been established with the key objectives
of paving the way for identifying and solving
problems faced by EU companies and investors
with regard to their operations in India.  The IFM
will cover new investors as well as those already
established in India. The IFM is also going to serve
as a platform for discussing general suggestions
from the point of view of EU companies and
investors with regard to ease of doing business in
India, which I am sure, would boost and encourage
the EU investors to avail the  investment
opportunities available in India”

Invest India, the official Investment Promotion and
Facilitation Agency of the Government of India,
will also be part of the Mechanism. It will create a
single-window entry point for EU companies that
need assistance for their investments at the central
or state level. The DIPP will also facilitate
participation of other relevant ministries and
authorities on a case-to-case basis.

Trade and Investment are key elements of the EU-
India Strategic Partnership launched in 2004. Along
with being the first trade partner in goods and
services, EU is one of the biggest provider of
foreign investment in India, with a stock exceeding
US$ 81.52 billion (more than 4.4 lakh crores INR)
as of March 2017. There are currently more than
6,000 EU companies present in India, providing
direct and indirect employment to over 6 million
people.

Press Release ID 167418 dated 14th July 2017
(ministry of commerce & industry)

For full text refer to: http://pib.nic.in/newsite/
erelease.aspx

❉ ❉ ❉
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CA. Ashwin H. Shah
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Sr Issued Notification No. Essence of Notification
No Under

1. CGST Notification No. Brings  into  force  w.e.f  01/07/2017  following Sections of
9/2017 – Central Tax CGST Act, 2017:-Section 6 to 9, 11 to 21, 31 to 41, 42 except

the proviso  to   sub-section  (9)  of section  42,  43 except
the proviso to51 sub-section (9) of section 43, 44 to 50, 53 to
138, 140 to 145, 147 to 163,165 to 174

2. CGST Notification No. Amends Central  Goods  & Services  Tax Rules,2017
10/2017– Central Tax

3. CGST Notification No. Changes modes of verification prescribed under Not. 06/2017
11/2017– Central Tax dt.  19/06/2017 from ‘Bank account based One Time Password

(OTP)’ to following:

(ii) Electronic verification code can be generated through net
banking login  on the common portal.

(iii) Electronic verification code generated on the common
portal.

Not. Comes into effect from 22/06/2017

4. CGST Notification No. Notifies number of HSN digits required on Tax Invoice
12/2017– Central Tax under Rule 46 of CGST Rules, 2017.

Annual Turnover Number of Digits  of
(Preceding FY)

HSN Code

Upto 1.5 Crores Nil1.

5 Crores to 5 Crores 2

More than 5 Crores 4

Effective date:- 01/07/2017

5. (CGST) Notification No. 01/2017 Notifies GST Rate Schedule under CGST Act, 2017 under
Rate – Central Tax(Rate) Section 9(1) of the CGST Act.

Effective date:- 01/07/2017

6. (CGST) Notification No. 02/2017 Notifies list of goods, intra-state supply of which is exempt
Rate – Central Tax(Rate) under Sec. 11 of the CGST Act.

Effective date:- 01/07/2017

GST Updates
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7. (CGST) Notification No. 03/2017 Notifies concessional rate of 2.5% on Intra State supplies to
Rate – Central Tax(Rate) Exploration and Production notified under section 11 (1) of

the CGST.

Effectivedate:01/07/2017

8. (CGST) Notification No. 04/2017 Reverse Charge liability on Intra-State supply of certain
Rate – Central Tax(Rate) goods.

Effective date:- 01/07/2017

9. (CGST) Notification No. 05/2017 Notifies   list  of  Goods  where  no  refund  of unutilized
Rate – Central Tax(Rate) Input Tax  Credit shall be allowed on account of rate of tax

on inputs being higher than the rate of  tax on the output
supplies of such goods (other than nil rated or fully exempt
supplies).

Effective date:- 01/07/2017

10. (CGST) Notification No. 06/2017 50% Refund to Canteen Stores Department (CSD) of CGST
Rate – Central Tax(Rate) paid on all inward supplies received for the purpose of

subsequent supply to Unit Run Canteens  of  the  CSD  or
to   the  authorized customers of the CSD.

Effective date:01/07/2017

11. (CGST) Notification No. 07/2017 Exemption of supply of goods (any & all goods) from CGST
Rate – Central Tax(Rate) for following supplies:-

- The supply  of goods by the CSD to the UnitRun Canteens.

- The supply of goods by the CSD to the authorized
customers.

- The supply of goods by the Unit Run Canteens to the
authorized customers.

Effective date:- 01/07/2017

12. (CGST) Notification No. 08/2017 Exemption from reverse charge where supply is made by
Rate – Central Tax(Rate) unregistered supplier to registered supplier (u/s 9(4) of CGST

Act) and the value of such supply is upto Rs. 5,000.

Effective date:01/07/2017

13. (CGST) Notification No. 09/2017 Exemption of CGST on Intra State supply made by
Rate – Central Tax(Rate) unregistered supplier to a deductor registered u/s 51 provided

the deductor is registered under  the act only by virtue of
Section 24(vi)

Effective date:- 01/07/2017

14. (CGST) Notification No.10/2017 CGST exemption  for  dealers  operating  under Margin
Rate – Central Tax(Rate) Scheme.

GST Updates
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15. IGST Notification No. 3/2017 Brings  into  force  w.e.f  01/07/2017  following Sections of
– Integrated Tax IGST Act, 2017:-

Sections 4 to 13, 16 to 19, 21, 23 to 25 of the IGST Act.

16. IGST Notification No. 4/2017 Notifies IGST Rules, 2017
– Integrated Tax

17. IGST Notification No. 5/2017 Notifies  number of HSN digits required on Tax Invoice.

– Integrated Tax Annual Turnover Number of Digits  of
(Preceding FY)

HSN Code

Upto 1.5 Crores Nil

1.5 Crores to 5 Crores 2

More than 5 Crores 4

Effective date:- 01/07/2017

18. (IGST) Notification No. 3/2017 Notifies schedule for conditional IGST Exemption.
Rate – Integrated Tax (IGST)

Rate Effective date:- 01/07/2017

19. (IGST) Notification No. 4/2017 Reverse Charge liability on supply of certain goods under
Rate – Integrated Tax (IGST) IGST.

Rate Effective date:- 01/07/2017

20. (IGST) Notification No. 5/2017 Notifies list of Goods where no refund of unutilized Input Tax
Rate – Integrated Tax (IGST) Credit shall be allowed on account of rate of tax on inputs

Rate being higher than the rate of  tax on the output supplies of
such goods (other than nil rated or fully exempt supplies).

❉ ❉ ❉
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CA. Bihari B. Shah
biharishah@yahoo.com.

[I] Important Notificaitons : (Amendments in
various Rules)

[i] Vide Notification dated 11.04.2017 the
Gujarat Value Added Tax Rules 2006 in
Rule 56 sub-rule (2), the following change
has been made.

In case of Appeal or Application dismissed
by Authority in absence of the appellant,
the Authority may restore the appeal or
application within 90 days if he satisfied
that there are sufficient reasons for non-
appearance. This is a good change made
in the rule for the restoration of appeal in
time limt.

[ii] In Rule 61 sub-rule (2) has been
changed as under.

In service of the Notice if notice is served
along with digital signature sent by email
to the email address of the dealer or person,
shall be deemed to have been served a valid
notice The Commercial Tax Authority shall
send an intimation regarding such email on
the dashboard as per the Login ID of the
dealer declared by him.

[iii] In respect of the submission of Inventory
of the Top Ten Commodities as per their
value and the consolidated details of
remaining commodity as per Rule 19 sub-
rule (2) in clause (iii) instead of quarterly it
should be furnished monthly from
12.07.2017. Further in sub-rule (3A) in
clause (ii) for dealer who has to submit the
information of inventory half yearly, they
should have submitted the same quarterly
in respect of Top Ten Commodities as per
their value and details.

[iv] Vide Rule No. 5 sub-rule (8) the application
registration shall be accompanied by two

VAT Judgments
and Updates

copies of Passport Photograph duly attested
by a Sales Tax Practitioner, is now changed
that it should be duly attested by a
Chartered Accountant.

[II] Important Judgment:

The Hon. Gujarat High Court in case of Som
Datt Builders v/s. State of Gujarat discussed
the delay made in disposal of appeal at G. R.
Cell. The Hon. High Court has given the
decision that the appeal order should be passed
without any delay & it should be expedited at
G. R. Cell. In case of the appellant, it has been
decided that appeal should be disposed of
within 2 weeks and communicate the order to
the appellant.

This being an oral judgment, the copy of the
judgment is reproduced hereunder.

By way of this petition under Article 226 of
the Constitution of India, the Petitioner dealer
has prayed for an appropriate writ, direction
and order directing the Deputy Commissioner
of Commercial Tax, Division 23, Rajkot to
finalize the First Appeal Order under the Vat
Act in case of the Petitioner dealer for the year
2006-07 in terms of the proposed order sent
for pre-audit. It is further prayed for an
appropriate writ, direction and order directing
the respondent authority to forthwith grant
refund due to the petitioner as per First Appeal
Order for the year 2006-07 sent for pre-audit
along with statutory interest under the Vat Act.

It is the case on behalf of the petitioner dealer
that feeling aggrieved and dissatisfied with the
ex-parte assessment order dated 31.3.2011
raising huge demand, the petitioner had filed
First Appeal before the Deputy Commissioner
of Commercial Tax. That hearing was fixed
on 29.12.2011. It is the case on behalf of the
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petitioner that the Tax Consultant  of the
petitioner appeared before the First Appellate
Authority and learned First Appellate Authority
was convinced with the argument of the
petitioner and he decided to allow the First
Appeal by following judgment of the Hon.
Supreme Court in the case of Larsen & Toubro
Ltd. v. State of Andhra Pradesh 17 VST 1 (SC).
It is the case on behalf of that however as per
the pre-audit procedure of the Vat Department
the proposed First Appeal Order was sent by
the Deputy Commissioner to the higher
authority. It is the case on behalf of the petitioner
that though such proposed orders are passed in
the month of August 2012, the order is not given
effect to on the ground that the file was lying
for pre-audit before the superior authority. That
notice for the purpose of pre-audit was given
to the petitioner on 31.08.2012. It is the case
on behalf of the petitioner that petitioner
submitted all the documents/records that were
required for the purpose of pre-audit. That the
First Appeal file remained pending with the pre-
audit department for almost three years. That
thereafter the pre-audit file was transferred from
Ahmedabad Authority to the Rajkot Authority
in the month of Feb. 2015 on change of
territorial jurisdiction of pre-audit. That
thereafter, the High Court struck down pre-audit
procedure of the Vat Department by judgment
rendered in Special Civil Application No. 4984
of 2016. That the High Court directed the First
Appellate Authority to sign the very same order
which was sent for pre-audit. It is the case on
behalf of the petitioner that file has been returned
from pre-audit. It is the case on behalf of the
petitioner that the file has been returned from
pre-audit department to the First Appellate
Authority. It is the case on behalf of the
petitioner that thereafter the petitioner has been
repeatedly requesting the respondent authority
to grant refund as per the first appeal order.

However, neither any final order in the First
Appeal has been passed by the First Appellate
Authority nor the amount has been refunded
as per the First Appeal order (was remained at

the stage of draft order), the petitioner has
preferred present Special Civil Application for
the aforesaid relief.

In response to the notice issued by this Court,
learned Advocate General has appeared on
behalf of the respondent. He has produced on
record the statement showing the number of
matters pending at the appellate stage. It is the
case on behalf of the respondent that matter
was required to be sent to the GR Cell and
therefore, the time has taken for passing the
final order by the First Appellate Authority in
the case of petitioner. He has stated at the bar
that so far as appeal preferred by the petitioner
is concerned, the same shall be disposed of and
final order shall be passed within a period of
10 days.

The Learned Advocate General appearing on
behalf of the State has submitted that highest
authority in the Commercial Department has
taken the matter very seriously with respect to
the large number of appeals pending before the
First Appellate Authority/Revisional Authority.
He has stated that as such large number of
matters which also disposed of by the First
Appellate Authority. However he has candidly
admitted that still there are large number of
matters pending at the stage of First Appellate
Authority. He has stated that the large number
of matters are pending at the stage of First
Appellate Authority due to non-submissions of
C & F Forms by the concerned dealers. He has
stated at the bar that all those appeals shall be
decided  and disposed of at the earliest. The
Learned Advocate General has also stated at
the bar that even in the case of matters e has
stated at He which are required to be referred
to GR Cell, the said exercise shall be completed
at the earliest so that appeals can be disposed
of by the First Appellate Authority/Revisional
Authority at the earliest. The learned Advocate
General has also further stated that it has also
been proposed to make amendment in the
software and it has been proposed to provide

contd. on page no. 222
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Corporate Law Update

  MCA Updates:

1. MCA issued Notice for the purpose of
surrender of Director identification
number:

The Ministry has deployed an e-form for DIR-
5 w. e. f. 21.06.2017 as an application for
surrender of Director Identification Number.
Earlier it was being filed as an attachment to
form RD-1.

2. Clarification on “no person to function as
an Insolvency Professional without
Certificate of Registration”:

It has been clarified that under the Regulations,
only three sets of persons are eligible for
registration as IPs:

a) Chartered accountants, Company
Secretaries, Cost Accountants, and
Advocates, who have been in practice for
15 years, were eligible to seek registration
for limited period as IPs till 31st December,
2016;

b) Chartered Accountants, Company
Secretaries, Cost Accountants and
Advocates with 10 years’ of post-
membership experience (practice or
employment) and graduates with 15 years’
of post-qualification managerial
experience are eligible for registration as
IPs on passing the Limited Insolvency
Examination; and

c) Any other person is eligible for registration
as IP on passing the National Insolvency
Examination.

The Code read with the Regulations allow only
a person having the required qualification and
experience to be enrolled as a member of an
IPA and thereafter registered as an IP with the
IBBI. Only such a person can act as IP and
render services as an IP under the Code. No
person other than persons registered as IPs with
the IBBI can act as IP. Insolvency Professional
Entities are neither enrolled as member of an
IPA nor registered as IP with the IBBI. They
cannot act as IPs under the Code.

[Press release dated 15.06.2017]

3. MCA notifies “Companies (Audit and
Auditors) Second Amendment Rules, 2017:

With respect to the limits specified for the “class
of companies”, the Ministry has substituted the
limit of paid up share capital to provide the
relaxation to Private Limited Companies.

By this amendment, in the Companies (Audit
and Auditors) Rules, 2014, in rule 5, in clause
(b), for the word “twenty”, the word “fifty”
shall be substituted.

[F. No. 1/33/2013-CL-V (Vol.I) dated
22.06.2017]

4. Companies (Appointment and Qualification
of Directors) Amendment Rules, 2017:

Rule 4 shall be numbered as sub-rule (1) and
after sub-rule (1) as so renumbered, the
following sub-rule shall be inserted namely:-

“(2) The following classes of unlisted public
company shall not be covered under sub-rule
(1), namely:-
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a) a joint venture;

b) a wholly owned subsidiary; and

c) a dormant company as defined under
section 455 of the Act.”.

[F. No. 1/22/ 2013-CL-V dated 05.07.2017]

5. National Company Law Tribunal
(Amendment) Rules, 2017:

After rule 87, the following rule shall be
inserted, namely:-

“87A. Appeal or application under sub-section
(1) and sub-section (3) of section 252 –

(1) An appeal under sub-section (1) or an
application under subsection (3) of section
252, may be filed before the Tribunal in
Form No. NCLT 9, with such
modifications as may be necessary.

(2) A copy of the appeal or application, shall
be served on the Registrar and on such
other persons as the tribunal may direct,
not less than fourteen days before the date
fixed for hearing of the appeal or
application, as the case may be.

(3) Upon hearing the appeal or the application
or any adjourned hearing thereof, the
Tribunal may pass appropriate order, as it
deems fit.

(4) Where the Tribunal makes an order
restoring the name of a company in the
register of companies, the order shall direct
that-

a) the appellant or applicant shall deliver
a certified copy to the Registrar of
Companies within thirty days from the
date of the order;

b) on such delivery, the Registrar of
Companies do, in his official name and
seal, publish the order in the Official
Gazette;

c) the appellant or applicant do pay to the
Registrar of Companies his costs of,
and occasioned by, the appeal or
application, unless the Tribunal directs
otherwise;

d) the company shall file pending
financial statements and annual returns
with the Registrar and comply with the
requirements of the Companies Act,
2013 and rules made thereunder within
such time as may be directed by the
Tribunal.

(5) An application filed by the Registrar of
Companies for restoration of name of a
company in the register of companies
under second proviso to sub-section (1) of
section 252 shall be in Form No. NCLT 9
and upon hearing the application or any
adjourned hearing thereof, the Tribunal
may pass an appropriate order, as it deems
fit.”

[F. No. 1/30/2013-CL-V dated 05.07.2017]

6. Amendment to the Schedule IV of
Companies Act, 2013:

The Ministry has made the following
amendments to the Schedule IV of the
Companies Act, 2013 i.e. Code of Independent
Director:

Corporate Law Update
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Paragraph, Sub Para Amendment made Final Paragraph after  the amendment

Paragraph III, for the words “acting The independent directors shall act within their
Sub Para (12) within his authority”, authority, assist in protecting the legitimate

the words “act within interests of the company, shareholders and its
their authority” shall be employees.
substituted.

Paragraph VI, for the words “a period of An independent director who resigns or is
Sub Para (2) not more than one removed from the Board of the company shall be

hundred and eighty replaced by a new independent director within
days”, the words “three three months from the date of such resignation or
months” shall be removal, as the case may be.
substituted.

Paragraph VII, for the words “in a year”, The independent directors of the company shall
Sub Para (1) the words “in a financial hold at least one meeting in a financial year,

year” shall be substituted. without the attendance of non-independent
directors and members of management.

Paragraph VIII A note shall be inserted Note: The provisions of sub-paragraph (2) and
after Paragraph VIII (7) of paragraph II’ paragraph IV, paragraph V’

clauses (a) and (b) of sub-paragraph (3) of
paragraph VII and paragraph VIII shall not apply
in the case of a Government company as defined
under clause(45) of section 2 of the Companies
Act,2013 (18 of 2013), if the requirements in
respect of matters specified in these paragraphs
are specified by the concerned Ministries or
Departments of the Central Government or as the
case may be’ the State Governments and such
requirements are complied with by the
Government companies.

[F. No. 1/22/2013-CL-V –Part dated 05.07.2017]

Corporate Law Update

7. Companies (Meetings of Board and its
Powers) Second Amendment Rules, 2017:

In the Companies (Meetings of Board and its
Powers) Rules, 2014 (hereinafter referred to
as principal rules), in rule 3,-

(i) in sub-rule (3), for clause (e), the following
shall be substituted, namely:-

(e) Any director who intends to participate
in the meeting through electronic mode
may intimate about such participation
at the beginning of the calendar year

and such declaration shall be valid for
one year:

Provided that such declaration shall not
debar him from participation in the meeting
in person in which case he shall intimate
the company sufficiently in advance of his
intention to participate in person.

(ii) in sub-rule (11), in clause (a), after the
words “decision taken by maiority” , the
words “and the draft minutes so recorded
shall be preserved by the company till the
confirmation of the draft minutes in
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accordance with sub-rule (12)” shall be
inserted.

In the principal rules, for rule 6, the following
rule shall be substituted, namely:-

6. Committees of the Board. - The Board of
directors of every listed company and a
company covered under rule 4 of the
Companies (Appointment and Qualification of
Directors) Rules, 2014 shall constitute an
‘Audit Committee’ and a’Nomination and
Remuneration Committee of the Board’.

[F. No.1/32/2013-CL-V-Part dated
13.07.2017]

SEBI Updates:

1. Revised Penalty on Non-Compliance with
certain provisions of SEBI (Issue of Capital
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations,
2009 (“ICDR Regulations”)

In the direction of SEBI, Stock exchanges shall
impose fine of Rs. 20,000 per day of

Corporate Law Update

noncompliance till the date of compliance on
the companies for non-compliance with certain
provisions of ICDR Regulations as under:

1. Delay in completion of bonus issue
(Regulation 95)

2. Companies not allotting the shares on
conversion of convertible securities within
18 months (Regulation 75)

3. Issuer not approaching the exchange for
listing of equity shares within 20 days from
date of allotment. (108(2))

If non-compliance continues for more than 15
days, additional fine of 0.01 % of paid up
capital of the entity or Rs. 1 crore, whichever
is less.

[CIR/CFD/DIL/57/2017 dated 15.06.2017]

❉ ❉ ❉

information in the software and it has been
proposed to provide information in software,
the reasons why the appeals are kept pending
and since when. It is submitted that necessary
amendment in the software shall be made
within a period of 15 days.

Considering the aforesaid facts and
circumstances, no further order is required to
be passed and it is hoped and trust that all efforts
shall be made by the State/First Appellate
Authority/Revisional Authority to see that the
proceedings before the Appellate Authority and
Revisional Authority and disposed of as early
as possible.

contd. from page 218 VAT Judgments and Updates

Now, so far as present petition is concerned,
the concerned respondents are directed to finally
decide and dispose of the appeal of the
petitioner for F. Y. 2006-07 within a period of
two weeks and communicate the outcome of
the same to petitioner and if the appeal is
allowed, in that case, effect of the appellate
order including refund, if any, with statutory
interest as per the Vat Act shall be paid to the
petitioner at the earliest.

With this, present Special Civil Application is
disposed of.

❉ ❉ ❉
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1. The Counsel appearing for the Assignee
vehemently argued that this is an attempt
to thwart the action taken so far for
recovery of the outstanding debt.
According to him the Applicant has moved
this forum with mala fide intention,
although the default for non-payment has
already been established.

C. Findings of the NCLT:

1. The Hon’ble NCLT admitted the
Application filed u/s 10 of the Code.
However, the Hon’ble NCLT made
observations with regard to the
“Moratorium”.

2. The Hon’ble NCLT observed that the
Code of 2016 has prescribed certain
limitations which are inbuilt and must not
be overlooked. The ‘Moratorium’ indeed
is an effective tool, sometimes being used
by the Corporate Debtor to thwart or
frustrate the Recovery Proceedings, as
happened in this case.

3. The Learned Chief Magistrate vide order
dated 11/04/2017 had appointed a Court
Commissioner to take over the possession
of personal properties of the Promoters
which were mortgaged with the Bank /
Assignee. The admitted position was that
the properties under questions were not the
properties of the Corporate Debtor. The
question arose before the bench was that
whether a property/(ies) which is / are
not ‘owned’ by a Corporate Debtor shall
come within the ambits of Moratorium?

4. The Hon’ble NCLT interpreted the
provisions of S.14(1)(c) of the Code and
held that on careful reading of the said
provisions, the term ‘its’ is significant. The

Allied Laws Corner

Adv. Ankit Talsania
ankittalsania@gmail.com

Personal properties of the Promoter given as
“Security” to the Bank do not come under
the ambit of “Moratorium”.

Recently, the National Company Law Tribunal,
Mumbai Bench in the case of M/s Schweitzer
Systemtek India Private Limited vs. Phoenix
ARC Private Limited in T.C.P.No. 1059/I&BP/
NCLT/MB/MAH/2017 held that personal
properties of the promoters given as security to the
bank will not come under the ambit of
“Moratorium”.

A. Facts of the case :

1. The Corporate Debtor raised total debt from
two banks namely Dhanlaxmi Bank and
Standard Chartered Bank respectively of
Rs.4,54,61,524/- and Rs.14,48,504/-.
Dhanlaxmi Bank had assigned and
transferred the impugned debt to M/s
Phoenix ARC Private Limited. Initially
personal properties of the Promoters were
mortgage with Dhanlaxmi Bank and on
modification of charge those properties
stood mortgage with the assignee i.e M/s
Phoenix ARC Pvt. Ltd. The Court
Commissioner was appointed to take over
the possession of the impugned personal
properties of the promoters. The
Corporate Debtor filed an Application
u/s 10 of the Code with the intention that
once the Application filed u/s 10 of the
Code is admitted, the Moratorium
period will commence and it will
prohibit the action of Court
Commissioner in taking over the
possession of personal properties of the
Promoters.

B. Objection raised by the Assignee i.e M/s
Phoenix ARC Pvt. Ltd.
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plain language of the Section is that on
the commencement of the Insolvency
process the ‘Moratorium’ shall be
declared for prohibiting any action to
recover or enforce any security interest
created by the Corproate Debtor in
respect of “its” property.

5. The Hon’ble NCLT held that “its” denotes
the property owned by the Corporate
Debtor. The property not owned by the
Corporate Debtor does not fall within
the ambits of the Moratorium. The
outcome is that the Moratorium shall
prohibit the action against the properties
reflected in the Balance Sheet of the
Corporate Debtor. The Moratorium has
no application on the properties beyond
the ownership of the Corporate Debtor.
As a result, the Order of the Hon’ble Court

Allied Laws Corner

directing the Court Commissioner to take
over the possession shall not fall within the
clutches of Moratorium. Even otherwise,
the provisions of the Securitization and
Reconstruction of Financial Assets and
Enforcement of Securities Interest Act,
2002 may be having different criteria for
enforcement of recovery of outstanding
debt, which is not the subject matter of this
Bench. That the SERFAESI Act may
come within the ambits of the
Moratorium if an action is to foreclose
or to recover or to create any interest in
respect of the property belonged to or
owned by a Corporate Debtor,
otherwise not.

❉ ❉ ❉
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CA. Pamil H. Shah
pamil_shah@yahoo.com

From Published Accounts

Significant Accounting Policies
AS 22 - Taxes on Income - Annual Report

2015-16

ICICI Bank Limited

42. Provision for income tax:

The provision for income tax (including

deferred tax) for the year ended March 31, 2017

amounted to Rs.14,775.1 million (March 31,

2016 : Rs.24694.3 million).

The Bank has a comprehensive system of

maintenance of information and documents

required by transfer pricing legislation under

section 92-92F of the Income Tax Act, 1961.

The Bank is of the opinion that all transaction

with international related parties and specified

transactions with domestic related parties are

primarily at arm’s length so that the above

legislation does not have material impact on

the financial statements.

43. Deferred tax:

At March 31, 2017, the Bank has recorded net

deferred tax assets of Rs.54,722.3 Million

(March 31, 2016: Rs.47,700.3 million), which

have been included in other assets.

The following table sets forth, for the periods

indicated, the break-up of deferred tax assets

and liabilities into major items.

(Rs. in millions)

Particular March March
31, 2017 31, 2016

Deferred tax assets

Provision for bad and 78,109.5 68,974.1
doubtful debts

Capital loss - -

Foreign currency

translation reserve 5,271.3 5,877.5

Others 4,565.4 4,458.7

Total deferred 88,396.2 79,310.3
tax assets

Deferred tax liabilities

Special Reserve 26,870.6 25,775.6
deduction

Mark-to-market gains- 610.1 610.1

Depreciation on 5,243.7 5,224.3
fixed assets

Interest on refund of taxes 1,559.6 -

Others- - -

Total deferred 33,673.9 31,610.0
tax liabilities

Total net deferred 54,722.3 47,700.3
tax assets/(liabilities)

1. These items are considered in accordance
with the requirements of Income
Computation and Disclosure standards
(ICDS).

2. Tax rates of 34.608%  is adopted based on
Finance Act,  2017.
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From Published Accounts

During the year ended March 31, 2017,
pursuant to the press release dated July 6, 2016
issued by the Ministry of Finance, the Bank
has reversed the tax provision and
corresponding deferred tax amounting to
Rs.4,624.1 million created for the year ended
March 31, 2016 on account of ICDS. As the
ICDS is applicable from the year ending March
31, 2017, the tax provision and deferred tax
for the year ended March 31, 2017 have been
computed after considering its impact.

Wipro Limited

2(iii)(c).  Provision for income tax:

The major tax jurisdictions for the company
are India and the United States of America.
Significant judgments are involved in
determining the provision for income taxes
including judgment on whether tax positions
are probable of being sustained in tax
assessments. A tax assessment can involve
complex issues, which can only be resolved
over extended time periods.

2(iii)(d).  Deferred taxes:

Deferred tax is recorded on temporary
differences between the tax bases of assets and
liabilities and their carrying amounts, at the rates
that have been enacted or substantively enacted
at the reporting date. The ultimate realization
of deferred tax assets is dependent upon the
generation of future taxable profits during the
periods in which those temporary differences
and tax loss carry-forwards become deductible.
The Company considers the expected reversal
of deferred tax liabilities and projected future
taxable income in making this assessment. The
amount of the deferred tax assets considered
realizable, however, could be reduced in the
near term if estimates of future taxable income

Infosys Limited

during the carry-forward period are reduced.

1.17(i).  Provision for income tax:

Income tax expenses comprise current and
deferred income tax. Income tax expense is
recognized in net profit in the Statement of
Profit and Loss except to the extent that it relates
to items recognized directly in equity, in which
case it is recognized in other comprehensive
income. Current income tax for current and
prior periods is recognized at the amount
expected to be paid to or recovered from the
tax authorities, using the tax rates and tax laws
that have been enacted or substantively enacted
by the Balance Sheet date.

1.17(ii).  Deferred tax:

Deferred income tax assets and liabilities are
measured using tax rates and tax rates and tax
laws that have been enacted or substantively
enacted by the Balance Sheet date and are
expected to apply to taxable income in the years
in which those temporary differences are
expected to be recovered or settled. The effect
of changes in tax rates on deferred income tax
assets and liabilities is recognized as income or
expense in the period that includes that
enactment or the substantive enactment date.
A deferred income tax asset is recognized to
the extent that it is probable that future taxable
profit will be available against which the
deductible temporary differences and tax losses
can be utilised. Deferred income taxes are not
provided on the undistributed earnings of
subsidiaries and branches where it is expected
that the earnings of the subsidiary or branches
where it is expected that the earnings of
subsidiary and branch will not be distributed
in the foreseeable future. The Group offsets
current tax liabilities, where it has a legally
enforceable right to set off the recognized
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amounts and where it intends either to settle
the liability simultaneously. Tax benefits of
deductions earned on exercise of employee
share options in excess of compensation
charged to income are credited to share
premium.

RBL Bank Limited

9. Provision for income tax:

Income tax comprises the current tax (i.e.
amount of tax for the period, determined in
accordance with the Income Tax Act, 1961 and
the rules framed there under) and the net
Change in the deferred tax assets or liability
for the period (reflecting the tax effects of
timing differences between accounting income
and taxable income for the period).

Provision for current income-tax is recognized
in accordance with the provision of Indian
Income Tax Act, 1961 and is made annually
based on the tax liability after taking credit for
tax allowances and exemptions.

The current tax, deferred tax charge or credit
and the corresponding deferred tax liability or
assets is recognised using the tax rates that have
been enacted or substantively enacted by the
Balance Sheet date.

Deferred tax assets are recognised only to the
extent there is reasonable certainty that the
assets can be realised in future. However, where
there is unabsorbed depreciation or carried
forward loss under taxation laws, deferred tax
assets are recognised only if there is virtual
certainty (supported by convincing evidence of
future taxable income) of realization of such
assets.

Deferred tax assets are reviewed at each balance
sheets date and appropriately adjusted to reflect

the amount that is reasonably/virtually certain
to be realized.

Amount of Provisions made for income-tax
during the year:

(Rs. in crore)

Particulars 2016-17

i) Provision for Income tax / 238.16
Wealth tax

ii) Provision for deferred tax (2.72)

4.6. Deferred Tax(AS-22):

Major components of Deferred Tax Assets and
Deferred Tax Liabilities as on March 31 , 2017
are as under:-

(Rs. in crore)

Particulars 2016-17

Deferred tax assets:

Provision for Assets 88.93

Employee benefits 3.93

Other 9.68

Deferred tax liabilities:

Charge related to acquisition -

Fixed Assets (13.65)

MTM Gain on Derivatives -

Total 88.59

❉ ❉ ❉

From Published Accounts
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From the Government

CA. Kunal A. Shah
cakashah@gmail.com

  Income Tax

1) Clarifications in respect of section 269ST of
the Income-tax Act, 1961

With a view to promote digital economy and
create a disincentive against cash economy, a
new section 269ST has been inserted in the
Income-tax Act, 1961(the Act) vide Finance
Act, 2017. The said section inter-alia prohibits
receipt of an amount of two lakh rupees or more
by a person, in the circumstances specified
therein, through modes other than by way of
an account payee cheque or an account payee
bank draft or use of electronic clearing system
through a bank account. Penal provisions have
also been introduced by way of a new section
271DA, which provides that if a person
receives any amount in contravention to the
provisions of section 269ST, it shall be liable
to pay penalty of a sum equal to the amount of
such receipt.

Subsequently, representations have been
received from non-banking financial companies
(NBFCs) and housing finance companies
(HFCs) as to whether the provisions of section
269ST of the Act shall apply to one installment
of loan repayment or the whole amount of such
repayment.

In this context, it is clarified that in respect of
receipt in the nature of repayment of loan by
NBFCs or HFCs, the receipt of one installment
of loan repayment in respect of a loan shall
constitute a ‘single transaction’ as specified in
clause (b) of section 269ST of the Act and all
the installments paid for a loan shall not be

aggregated for the purposes of determining
applicability of the provisions section 269ST.

(Circular No. 22/2017, dated 03/07/2017)

2) Notification regarding Non-applicability of
provision of 269ST:-

In exercise of the powers conferred by clause
(iii) of the proviso to section 269ST of the
Income-tax Act, 1961 (43 of 1961), the Central
Government hereby specifies that the provision
of section 269ST shall not apply to the
following, namely:-

a) receipt by a business correspondent on
behalf of a banking company or co-
operative bank, in accordance with the
guidelines issued by the Reserve Bank of
India;

b) receipt by a white label automated teller
machine operator from retail outlet sources
on behalf of a banking company or co-
operative bank, in accordance with the
authorization issued by the Reserve Bank
of India under the Payment and Settlement
Systems Act, 2007 (51 of 2007);

c) receipt from an agent by an issuer of pre-
paid payment instruments, in accordance
with the authorization issued by the
Reserve Bank of India under the Payment
and Settlement Systems Act, 2007 (51 of
2007);

d) receipt by a company or institution issuing
credit cards against bills raised in respect
of one or more credit cards;
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e) receipt which is not includible in the total
income under clause (17A) of section 10
of the Income-tax Act, 1961.

(Notification No. 57 /2017, dated 03/07/2017)

3) Modification of Circular No.1/2014 in view
of substitution of Service Tax by Goods and
Services Tax (GST).

The Central Board of Direct Taxes (the Board)
had earlier issued Circular No. 1/2014 dated
13.01.2014 clarifying that wherever in terms
of the agreement or contract between the payer
and the payee, the Service Tax component
comprised in the amount payable to a resident
is indicated separately, tax shall be deducted at
source under Chapter XVII-B of the Income
tax Act, 1961 (the Act) on the amount paid or
payable without including such Service Tax
component.

The matter has been examined. It is noted that
the Government has brought in force a new
Goods and Services Tax regime with effect
from 01.07.2017 replacing, amongst others, the
Service Tax which was being charged prior to
this date as per the provisions of Finance Act,
1994. Therefore, there is a need to harmonize;
the contents of Circular No. 1/2014 of the Board
with the new system for taxation of services
under the GST regime.

In the light of the fact that even under the new
GST regime, the rationale of excluding the tax
component from the purview of TDS remains
valid, the Board hereby clarifies that wherever
in terms of the agreement or contract between
the payer and the payee, the component of ‘GST
on services’ comprised in the amount payable
to a resident is indicated separately, tax shall
be deducted at source under Chapter XVII-B
of the Act on the amount paid or payable
without including such ‘GST on services’

component. GST for these purposes shall
include Integrated Goods and Services Tax,
Central Goods and Services Tax, State Goods
and Services Tax and Union Territory Goods
and Services Tax.

For the purposes of this Circular, any reference
to ‘service tax ‘ in an existing agreement or
contract which was entered prior to 01.07 .2017
shall be treated as ‘GST on services’ with
respect to the period from 01.07.20 17 onward
till the expiry of such agreement or contract.

(Circular No. 23 /2017, dated 19/07/2017)

4) Circular regarding Clarifications on
computation of book profit for the purposes
of levy of MAT  u/s 115JB  for Indian
Accounting Standards (Ind AS) compliant
companies.

Central Government notified the Indian
Accounting Standards (Ind AS) which are
converged with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) vide Companies
(Indian Accounting Standards) Rules, 2015.
Consequently, the Finance Act, 2017, has
amended the provisions of section 115JB of
the Income-tax Act, 1961 (‘the Act’) for Ind
AS compliant companies w.e.f. 1st day of
April, 2017 (A.Y. 2017-18). The Central Board
of Direct Taxes (‘the Board ‘) has received
representations from various stakeholders
seeking clarifications on certain issues arising
there from. The matter was referred to an expert
committee. The Committee after duly
considering the representations from
stakeholders has recommended issuance of
clarifications by way of FAQs for these issues.

(For FAQs refer circular no. 24/2017, dated
25/07/2017)

❉ ❉ ❉

From the Government
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A’bad.

Association News

CA. Maulik S. Desai
Hon. Secretary

CA. Riken J. Patel
Hon. Secretary

Glimpses of events gone by:

1 Forthcoming Programmes

Date/Day Time Programmes Speaker Venue
14.08.2017 5.00 p.m. Study Circle meeting on CA. Nitesh Jain ATMA Hall,
Monday To “RCM and related procedure with co-speaker Ashram Road,

7.30 p.m. under GST” CA. Gaurav Khaitan

14
practical issues related to registration and 

other procedures on GST Portal” – Jointly with NSDL

th July 2017. Seminar on “GST – Solving Felicitation of Chairman, Vice Chairman and 
Secretary of WIRC by CAA Members

nd th th2  August 2017 to 5  August 2017 – 44  RRC at JAYPEE GREENS GOLF & SPA RESORT, Greater Noida, UP.

th6  August 2017 – Talk by Acharya Yogtilaksurishwarji Maharaj Saheb on 
“ANOKHI VICHAR GOSTHI – PROFESSION, MONEY, FAMILY AND YOU”
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Across
1. The world   ______ is eternal.
2. In service Tax , the benefit of exemption to a

clinical establishment also extends to holistic
_________ institution following the indigenous
system of health and well being.

3. As per section 44ADA of Income Tax Act,
assessee engaged in certain profession my file
presumptive tax returns if gross receipt does

Down
4. A proviso cannot torn apart from main section

not exceed Rs. ______ Lakh.

or rule not can it be used to nullify or set at
naught the real _________ of the main section.

5. In a case falling u/s 271D, the AO is not
precluded from initiating the proceedings by
issuing a _________.

6. The primary burden of proof to prove
understatement or concealment of income is on

ACAJ Crossword Contest # 39

the _________.

Notes:

1. The Crossword puzzle is based on previous
issue of ACA Journal.

2. Two lucky winners on the basis of a draw will
be awarded prizes.

3. The contest is open only for the members of
Chartered Accountants Association and no
member is allowed to submit more than one
entry.

4. Members may submit their reply either
physically at the office of the Association or
by email at caaahmedabad@gmail.com on or
before 22/08/2017.

5. The decision of Journal Committee shall be final

ACAJ Crossword Contest # 38 - Solution

and binding.

Across
1. Revenue 2. Ninth
3. Guarantor

Down
4. Humility 5. Payee

Winners of ACAJ Crossword Contest # 38

1.

6. Payment

❉ ❉ ❉

CA. Manan Vyas

2. CA. Chandrakant Pamnani

4 1 6

5

2

3






